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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION.
The purpose of this research is to make a study of
Dr. Johnson o^Connor's Wiggly Block (^orkaample #5), a
measure of mechanical aptitude, with regard to its possi-
ble use in the Springfield Trade School as a prognostic
vocational test*
"In order to determine the holding power of the
Springfield Trade School, a study of the 2018 students
admitted to the school during the past 18 years was
made by the Department of Research and Guidance. Of
these 2018 students, 292, or 14.47,^ were graduated and
granted diplomas. 1726 hoys, or 8o.53£ of the total
number, left before completing the course in which they
were enrolled. Of the 1726 boys, 444, or 25% of the
total, left school after an attendance of two months
or less. 1268 students, or 72.9£ of the tot*l number
remained in school for one year or less. A further
study was made to determine whether this heavy elimina-
tion had been constant throughout the years the echo
;-
had been in existence or whether conditions had changed
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during the recent years* The results indicated that in
each succeeding fire-year period there is a progressively
greater elimination from school," (1)# "That such a great
number of withdrawals is not typical of the average high
school, we learn from a study by Counts," Using data
collected fro. 16,263 high school students in Bridgeport,
Mount Vernon, St, Louis and Seattle, he found that for
all who entered the freshman year, 37,2" remained to
start the senior year, (2)
The fact that 6G% of the Trade School *s graduates
are working at the trade for which they tralneu is evi-
dence of the value of the courses in actually preparing
boys for industry, (1) The average high school is a
continuance of the "literate" education of the grammar
and junior high schools and having fulfilled the "literate"
requirement for entrance, success in completing the same
type of course is better assured. But no such meci.an-
ical requirement is essential for entrance to the Trade
School, In the State of Massachusetts trade schools are
open to all applicants who are fourteen years of age
umbers in larentheses refer to the references so num-
bered in the bibliography in th« back of the
book.
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and who hare completed the sixth grade. (3) While
"finding" course sof a Ji.echanicul nature are present
in the junior high schools, there is little evidence
that vocational guidance toward the trade school is
cased on other grounds than failure in the "literate
"
subjects* It ia assumed that such failure indicates
a compensating mechanical aptitude and so the school
receives all sorts of misfits, who sometimes "find"
themselves because they are mechanically inclined,
hut more often mark ti e until the compulsory school
age limit of lu is reached, when they drop out, their
own problem unsolved, and ut the same time reducing
the efficiency of instruction for those who belong in
that type of school, on the other hand, this ty±e of
guidance has directed boys who had both the "literate"
and "manipulative" aptitudes through the regular high
school, only to have them turn to the Trade rchool for
the specialized training nee ed for placement. At
present we have in the Trade School ei^ht graduates
of the other high schools. The writer has an evening
school class of over fort> and all are hijh school
(graduatea except four.
The popularity of trade training has increased
rapidly and a large waiting list has made selection
possible. So fur, selection has been only on the basis
of the junior high school grade last attendee, the pre-
ference being given to graduates of the junior high
schools. If the machinery duvised to use the mechani-
cal "finding" courses to direct the outstanding boys
toward the Trade School really fux.ctione>, and if
there v...a some other school where those who lacked
both the "literate** and the '•manipulative" aptitudes
could be trained in some opeia tion, then the elimination
problem would be at least partially solved. Yet the
time devoted to shop activities in the junior high
schools is very limited, the classes large, the variety
of trades represented narrow. In addition to the manual
art teachers • rating there ought to be one, or better
a battery of objective mechanical tests which could be
used in selecting boys for trade training with a reason-
able chance of its predicting success. Such a test,
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or battery of tests, would still further help the elim-
ination problem of the Springfield Trade School.
Recognizing that the trade schools receive a hoy
with practically no background outside the manual train-
ing of the lower grades and the home life in a city, the
test which will be effective in guidance must be the
vocational, or aptitude test. The phyeiological and
psychological forces present in a fourteen-year-old
which determine the capacity for succdss or failure
along mechanical lines may be due to environment or
heredity, a question still in the controversial stage,
but the study of individual differences indicates that
it is present in Varying degrees. How to determine
these differences as they apply to trade training must
involve "a method of prognosis which is at the same
time reasonably quick and reasonably inexx>ensive, or it
has no excuse for existence." (4)
Below are listed three of the methods most camnonly
employed in the construction of altitude tests*
The EMPIRICAL METHOD. This is a -trial and error"
proposition by which a great variety of functions are
tested out in the hope that some will be found to corre-
late with performance in occupation. The assumption is,
-6
that since the functions tested do not duplicate the
actual work, they will have been changed little or not
at all, by special training*
The AKALYTICAL HF.T'lOD, This consists of the analysis
of an activity into its elementary functions, and the pre-
paration of devices for testing and measuring them. Musi-
cal ability hus been analyzed into same thirty compon-
ents such as pitch discrimination, sense of rhythm, and
tonal memory. A complete study would require tests for
each component and prognosis would consider either a
total score or a psychograph which would rate each score
in relation to established norma for different musical
activities.
The JS ALOGY S THOD. The analogy method requires a
test situation which is analogous, but not identical
with, not a mere sample of the actual operation. It is
somewhat like the previous method, but instead of test-
ing each component and combining the results into a
psycograph or total score, the elements are arranged
into a pattern to which the applicant reacts as a whole.
Such a method was used to devise a test for a street-
car motonne n, in which a chart was made to represent a
street, pedestrians, and different types of vehicles
were encountered and the candidate was asked to Indicate
which objects constituted sources of danger. The speed
and accuracy of the performance both counted.
Assuming that we hare validity, reliability, and
objectivity in a mechanical aptitude test, the final
selection should, in my opinion, be manipulative without
the aid of paper, pencil or picture, possibly the test
cannot be immune to practice or coaching effects, but
its scores should be independjnt of trade training.
This latter may be or may not be possible, for it
would appear that if the score of a test is to be an
indication of the capacity for trade success, training
in that trade would improve the score. In any guidance
program, it is capacity primarily and not training
which we should measure.
Once having selectee a test and having applied it
to a trade school, the youth and lack of experience in
the student; the specific type of training as related
to the different trades; the attemx t to cover all the
units in any one trade; the different sets of marks
for academic, shop and "related" work; the success of
the school in pi. .cin._ its graduates: all afford an
interesting and su^estive field for the study of a
.8
mechanical aptitude test in the field of vocational
guidance
.
CHAPTER 2
THE TRAIT. SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
The Springfield Trade School (formerly the Vocation-
al school) was established in 1910 and is at present the
third largest school of its kind in Massachusetts haying
an enrollment of 525 boys* It is organized on a depart-
mental basis and includes the following trades; printing,
electricity, machine work, pattern making, cabinet mak-
ing, sheet metal work, automobile repairing, and draft-
ing. The work in the automobile department is, in
most cases, preceded by a half-year of successful work
in the machine shop. This is the same prerequisite,
with an additional half-year in pattern making, which
is required for admission to the draftin. department.
The school operates on a seven-hour, two-session plan
with no home work assignments. A boy spends one week
in the shop and the next week in class where the work
is equally divided between strictly academic studies
and what are called "related" subjects of trade science,
mathematics and drawing. While this i^ro^raxn is being
followed, we have the ax proximate percentages of time
applied to the various subjects as shown below;
SHOP . Igf
(Science
REIATTD [Mathematics
....... 22$
(Drawing
PHYSICAL TRA H*rRG 3#
|General Mathematics 6,0%
General science 2.4^
English 6.0#
ACAPTT'IC [Histoxy l #83
[Civics
. ... 4.2£
(Hygiene 1.2<g
(Penmanship 2,4#
Graduation is on a basis of "accepted hours", 750
being required in Academic, a like number in Related
and 2200 in Shop. If a boy does G (good) work he re-
ceives full ere* it for all hours spent in school; if
he does F (fair) work he is credited with 60f, of his
time and if it is of P (poor) grad^, only i>0$. It is
possible for the exceptional boy to get a bonus of 5%
and graduate in less than three years, while on the
other hand, the mechanically dull may persist, and by
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iutting in three and a half or four years get his diploma.
Such a boy Is often trained in one unit of his trade only
and can then be recommended as an operator, where he its
nicely into the present-day "production" organization of
industry* The average student completes his classroom
work in two and a half years; after ahich, he is kept in
the shop until he ho.8 accumulated the necessary 2200
hours or hasobtained a Job at hie trade. For the complete
three years, the proportions ares 60/' shop, 20% related
and 20% academic.
Being a trade school, the emihasis is on the shop,
which in appearance is like any outside shop. The first
day the boy enters the shop he is placed on a "productive
job" which he knows is not only marketable, but is
actually a customer *s order. At once, he learns to
assuae responsibility. His teacher is the foreman, and
in reality he is more than that, because he must deal
with the boy-product as well as the Job-product. Here,
if in any phase or type of secondary education, indi-
vidual differences must receive consideration; and in
a group of 16 boys, we have 16 levels of progress. After
the week in shop, he enters the classrooms vvhere for one-
-XI
half th~ day he studies the mathematics, science and
drawing "related" to the shop. Here he may be prepared
for his next adviced step in the shop or where his
previous week's problems may be discussed and various
solutions oflore d, tried out in the light of the boy's
as well as the teacher's experience, and either accept-
ed or rejected. "The related teachers are tradesmen,
who in addition to bein^ artisans of recognised ability,
are al&o well-grounded and experienced in the technical
and theoretical branches of their resi>ective trades," (1)
Textbooks are not used in any part of the school except
as references. The related and academic rooms use the
project method in their courses of study, and the work
is individual to an amazing degree.
In fittin^ a testing pro-am into the Trade School,
considerable difficulty was encountered because of the
overcrowded conditions. The writer hid to do all the
testing in his home room either during the one spare
period alloted .to him each day or during the noon hour
or after school, ~hile for the majority of the cases,
the administrator of the test and the student were
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alone, someties there were from one to eight other
students located in the farther corner of the room
during the testing period. This mum unfortunate, but
no better arrangements could be made, and while the
writer doubts that this factor affected many of the
test scores, it might have done so in the case of some
of thu more "nervous" individuals,
For a more complete discussion of toe Trade school
organization and Courses of Study, see the Springfield
(Mass,) school Report 1927-26, pp, 36-51,
CHAPTER 3
MECHANICAL APTITUDE 50 STS
In a recent book on Educational Measurements,
Kelley (£>) Hats but two mechanical aptitude tests,
From this book we learn that in the combined opinion of
three competent Judges the Stenquist Mechanical Ability
Test (6) is of value for group classification. The
MacQuanle Test for Mechanical Ability (7) was mention-
ed, but not rated by a sufficient number of judges to
have it evaluated. At about the same time that 'elley
published his book, an article appeared in the per-
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sonnel Journal (8) describing the work of O'Connor with
what he termed the "wig^ly Block" or as include- in his
battery of selective tests, Torksample " £5. Trorksample
' 5, however, is not a trade test as its name implies,
but a mechanical aptitude test, strange as it nay
seem in this industrial age, these three are about the
only mechanical aptitude tests in the great flood of
tests which are supposed to predict anything and every-
thing (and offun do, at the same time). Before de-
ciding on one for use in this study, let us consider
eaoh in detail.
THE STFUQUIST TF.ST rated by Keiley is the picture
test which grew out of the original Stenquiat Assembly
Test. The latter was called a "Measurement of Mechani-
cal Ability" (9). "The term Mechanical Ability as here
used means general aptitude in the management and mani-
pulation of things mechanical, possibly it would be
more appropriate to designate these testt by some
other name for they are mechanical only in a limited
sensu. The only mechanical Skill involved is that of
assembling, and this is, as everyone knows, but a small
part of the multitude of mechanical skills. In so far
-14
as the mental processes involved are of general Import-
ance in everyday life, the ability demonstruteu in
assembling thete models perfectly could well be called
general intelligence. But since this term has been
largely accepted as meaning a more abstract ability,
it is not thought advisable to refer to these tests
as general intelligence measures, but rather as tests
of the general mechanical ability here described."
Stenquist found an average correlation of ,4 with
general intelligence tests, Comins (10) found a corre-
lation of but ,05 between Stennuist and the Army Alpha,
but stein (11) found that the stenquist measures, to
a greater degree than the Sfacquarrie, what the Army
Alpha and Eohs measure, (Jaw (12) found that the
Correlation between Stenquist and the Army Beta tests is
,34 and with the Stanford Revision of the Binet Tests
it is ,29, In sumc.aris.ing, Stenquist says "The test is
a composite of cam.on sense and skill in managing physi-
cal objects of a mechanical nature. It might be called
genernl mechanical intelligence and ability" In the (13)
Manual of Directions for the Stenquist Test he tells us
-15
that "special training in courses is, to be sure, one of
the important factors which affect scores. According to
its author, The Stenquist Mechanical Ability Test meas-
ures scholastic Aptitude (what intelligence tests hare
come to be understood as measuring) plus Mechanical
Aptitude plus Manipulative skill plus Training.
"The ease with which picture tests can be given and
scored was the chief reason for substituting them for the
assembling-series". Because in this change the manipula-
tive skill was eliminated, he calls the "Picture Tests",
mechanical APTITUP and not ABILITY, "Correlations
rang- as high as ,86 between the Assembling Series and
the Picture Tests, which means th^t there is a very
marked tendency for those traits to be found together.
This is not equivalent to saying thut the; two kinds of
tests measure exactly the same traits. The difference
between the obtained correlation and perfect correlation
is a measure of the extent to which one tr. it occurs
without the other. We are sti^.1 forced to conclude that
the test as rated by Kelley measures "rcholastic Aptitude"
plus Training plus Mechanical Aptitude.
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THF. MACQUARRI-7 TF.ST FOR WCHWIWL *B DUETT is a
paper-and-pencil group performance teat developed by
the analytical method. He has divided mechanical
ability into seven elementary functions of. Tracing,
Tapping, Dotting, Copying, location, Blocks, Pursuit.
(7) stein (11) checked the stenquiat #2 (Picture)
with the HacQuarrie using 15 college students and
came to the concluaion "th^t the MacQuarrie and the
Stenqui8t measure to a marked degree the same group of
abilities which is evidenced by the correlation of .66
arid, when what is measured by Army Alpha or the Kohs
Block Design is eliminate.
, of .75. This indicatea
that the tenquist measures to a greater degree than the
Wacquarrie what the Army Alpha and Kohs measure and it
suggests that the MacQuarrie is the better measure of
mechanical ability. Outside the work of Stein,
practically nothing has been publisher concerning thia
test. !To records of correlation with any criteria of
mechanical ability are available, and the work of Stein
concerned only I'd college atudenta.
fConnor»8 "Born That Way" (14) (a report of aeveral
years' experience with selective tests, praotlcalJy
applied in Industry in various localities to various
groups for furious occupations) gives a correct picture
of the vast amount of human engineering bj which TBF
GIGGLY BLOCK OR 7?0RKSAttPIE #5 was standardized. The
author is thoroughly convinced that #5 is a HKCHAKICAL
APTITUDE T ST. Lest our educators be disturbed by
the author's title, we learn as we study this report
that "after the 14th or 16th year, when the child
applies to the vocational school for specific training
or to the world for work, his capacities are fixed;
and, if they originated from early environment, are
now so engraved in his nature th~t he might equally
well have been BORK THAT WAY." "Education achieves
Important results in cultivating greater efficiency,
but when administered in equal amounts, do not overcome
the initial differences or alter the incipient standing"
"'hen a boy enters the Human Engineering Laboratory of
the General Electric Co., he hears the following brief
resume of the experimenter *s point of view.
"7e have made a set of what we c.±
worksamples (the experimenter scrupulously
avoids the word test ) so that we can try
-18
a new person on an actual sample of the type
of work he plane to do, onu sample, for in-
stance, represents clerical work; another
inspection; and another mechanical work.
"We have attempted to make samples which
measure, as nearly as possible, natural abil-
ities and not training, because we wish, ulti-
mately, to use them only with boys who come
to us directly from school. Many now apply
for work with no idea of what they would like
to do or for what they are fitted. we shall
never be able to tell a boy unquestionably
that he will succeed in this or fail in that,
but we can indicate to some extent inclina-
tions towards mechanics or clerking or execu-
tive work.
•for four or five years, we huve been
asking ev^ry one to try the samples, regard-
less of whether he is a boy Just out of
school or a trained mechanic with years of
experience. If man who perform a mechanical
sample well, later succeed at mechanical work,
-19
and men who fail on a sample, fall at the work,
the sample is fair to try with hoys; if, on the
other hand, men who do the sample poorly, succeed
later in the type of work represented, the sample
is unfair and must he scrapped and another found."
The outstanding results from the vocational guid-
ance standpoint were obtained when #5 was used in
conduction with the General Electric River works
Apprentice Dept. covering two distinct periods (from
1925-26 and 1926-26) with practically the same results.
These have never heen published, though they are
covered in two of the Human Engineering Department
Reports. The facts uncovered are so important that
the essentials should be includeu in this study. The
validity of #5 according to o»Ccniior is sho.-n in the
following figures
Exits proved in- % turnover due
Worksample Total Ko. competent in to incompetency
*5 (Trade Hired Mechanical work. in Mechanical wor
1925-26 Present
A 143
B 110
G 56
V 16
28
,j/roll
25*
31 60 51*
17 m 44*
8 5 1601
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Exits pro-rea in- % turnover due
"Sbrksample Total So, competent in to incompetency
#5 Grade Hired Mechanical work in Mechanical v.ork
ig23TSB frecent
A 184 32 21%
B 159 45 73 62;.'
C 56 22 30 10%
B 23 12 8 150£
Personal interview and pre-a Or,-., niaturuu school tests
culled many of the C*s and p*s before #5 was given, but
it may he observed that quite a few who were below aver-
age in #5 were finally selected to start the course. If
no selective devices at all were used, a non-selected
group would place an equal number in each quartile, in
ord r to estimate the Chances for success according to
#5, we should have to assume as many B*s, C's t and D*s as
we had A*s, since the norms for #5 are derived in that
manner. The following tabulated results check remark-
ably well:
Torksample Number Number eliminated by Chances of
#5 Grade Scoring Interview and Trial success
J if25-24
A 143 26 80 out of 100
g X43 64 66 out of 100
c i43 102 29 out of 100
Xi 143 135 6 out of 100
-21
^orksumple number Rumber eliminated by Chances of
#5 grade Scoring Interview and Trial success
056^28
A 134 32 83 out of ICO
B 184 90 51 out of 100
C 184 150 19 out of 100
T) 284 174 6 out of 100
•Connor did considerable work with the stenquist
assembly Test and found one section which correlated witb
the whole test so highly that he has discarded the others,
and modifying it slightly, calls it worksample #72. The
score in this test is the time necessary to assemble
the six parts of a pair of dividers. He has correlated
#5 with #72 ane finds r § ,49 which lead him to believe
that #72 is a measure of mechanical aptitude and mechan-
ical knowledge,
•Connor (1~) explains what he believes mechanical
aptitude to be and to what classifications of work it
may be used as a prognostic test, "^hat is this ability
which enables its owners to solve a mechanical puzzle
In half a minute, and the lack of which Oeads others to
consume half an hour in reaching the same result, ob-
viously not pure analysis, for executives, above all
groups, ^rasp complicated situations, and yet fail
-22
to size up the relationships of the blocks. Accountants
analyze with extraordinary lucidity the financial stand,
ing of intricate mercantile combinations, and yet fail to
reason out the block problem. The solution necessitates
a peculiar type of analysis characteristic of engineers
and mechanics. The ability measured by the blocks is
strictly mechanical analysis, distinct from analysis in
general and is a requirement for success in every class
of work caaxing for the solution of mechanical problems,
in tool and die making, ail-around machining, machine
setting-up and repairing, structual iron and sheet metal
work, designing, drafting, scientific research work,
laboratory experimenting, and technical, designing and
construction engineerin^." 0*Connor*s "Boj.n That Way"
says; (T. 130) "A mechanical genius subconsciously
recognizes the nine pieces as of three types* corners,
sides, and center. The classification represents no
perceptible step in his solution of the i roblem, calls
for no obvious effort. One less gifted in this line,
but with, nevertheless a trace of structural instinct,
consciously, and often actually, assorts the nine blocks
into three separate piles on the table, and then selects
-23
as he needs the pieces, one with no such endowment, picks
aixalessly any bl ok, without recotjnizinc the three types.
This ican almost invariably consumes six minutes or longer,
as co. i^reu with the two or three minutes needed by the
gifted mechanic. It has been said that a scientific
problem, clearly stated, is half solved. The distinguishing
mark of a good mechanic or successful engineer, is ability
to visualize structure so clearly th~t analysis is made
easy."
Over 4000 people were tested and their scores used
in establishing norms for #5, Using data obtained from
at least 250 boys from 1G to 1..- years of age, he dis-
covered mechanical aptitude increased with the physical
growth of the boy and that ultimate capacity was not
realized until the age of twenty. Age factors were
determined for each age so that in prognostic work the
boy's score could be evaluated on an adult basis. Be-
low the age of 16, few cases had been reported and age
factors were not printed, *hiie it was originally In-
tended to try out all three mechanical tests, the lack
of 14 and 15 year norms made it imperative to base new
norms on as many cases as possible, so it w s decided
to concentrate on ffi exclusively for purposes of this
-24
study,
CHASTER 4
THE AMIIHISTRATIOK OF #5
The "Y/ig^ly Block", or ,?5, consists of nine ixre^u
lar pieces which, when fitted together, form a solid
block. On page 25 we have shown four view of the
apparatus as, step by step, it is explainer to the per-
son trying the test. Fig, 1 shows the assemble c block;
Fig, 4, the pieces ready for assembling, the time re-
quired for assembling being the measure of mechanical
aptitude. The actual administrative procedure gives
a clear conception of how the block was made and that
will be given In ex^ct detail later.
In attempting the study of a standardized test, a
duplication of conditions and administration procedure
is important, if results are to be comparable, O'Connor
(16) found that "the most troublesome obstacle encoun-
tered has been nervousness, that strange misgiving which
penetrates even the sturdiest frame on approaching a
test, and yet which must be reduced to a minimum before
venturing to evaluate an ini»ate ability, as the surround-
ings exert a profound influence, felt instantly on en-

tering, the laboratory ie a large, attractive room,
looking little like an employment ofxicu or factory.
Bookcases line the walls and, in the late afternoon,
floor lamps supply a soft illumination. The scientist
in charge measures applicants individually - never in
groups - that he may study each as a distinct problem,
and determine to what extent he overcomes the natural
hesitancy always present.
"To lessen still further the first ti idity and
aid the individual in adjusting himself to the situa-
tion, the analysis is introduced toy a full explanation,
requiring from ten to fifteen minutes, and occasionally
lengthened to half an hour, of the purpose in forming
the laboratory and of the aims in measuring human
beings." (16)
On page 11 of this study, there is a brief state-
ment of how far we fell short of O'Connor's splendid
psychological environment. This was, of course, un-
fortunate, but every othur means was used to get the
pupil into the proper state of mind. To prepare the
ground, the Director of the school gave a brief talk
on ft in Assembly, explaining the possibilities
in such
a measure; urging cooperation of teachers and pupils,
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and stating definitely that no use of the results would
affect any boy now present in toe school. How successful
we were in producing a satisfactory state of mind in the
boys tested, no one can say positively. One indication of
ax parent success was in the number of cases where the
first trial produced a D score and the second and third
an A. O'Connor found one such case in about ever... twelve,
and in checking he found that half the time the man was
a splendid mechanic who, for some reason, does not under-
stand the test at first. About half the time, the man
who does this will be a poor mechanic who cannot visual-
ize mechanical structure, but who, by some other process,
learns very quickly to do routine jobs. If nervousness
due to unfavorable atmosphere was a real factor, the
completion of the first trial would restore confidence
and the real mechanic would do well the other
two trials.
Tith this idea in mind, we expected to get a
greater pro-
portion of these oases than did O'Connor. Yet
actual
records showed that only ten out of 735 showed
such
marked improvement. The fact that the Trade
school norms
for all comparable ages were better than
O'Connor's,
would seem to reiute the claim that our
conditions were
-28
unsatisfactory
.
In all other respect* local conditions were standard.
All boys were tested individually and the nature of the
introduction to the one test, while different in wording,
was the same in content as O'Connor's, a^d after the first
100 cases, a routine wording was used for all. This was
repeated word-for-word, the only difference toeing in an-
swer to questions, provided any were asked. This intro-
duction is given here*
"This is the block that Mr. Burridge (the
Director) mentioned in Assembly a short while ago.
It is suppose a to show how much of a mechanic you
may make of yourself. It is being useu at the
General Flectric Co, in lynn and its originator,
Pr, O'Connor, claims that if you are a born me-
chanic you will be able to put this together in a
very short time; that, if you are jut t to be an
ordinary mechanic you will take longer to jut it
together and if you have no mechanical sense, you
won't be able to put it together at all. The chief
reason why you are being asked to try it, is be-
cause it has never been use^ with boys younger
than 16 and he is very anxious to find out just how
long it take8 the average 14 or 15 year-old to put
this together.
"The block works splendidly in a factory
and we are interested t know if it will work
equally well in a trade school, we are planning
to have every boy in school try this and then we
are going to wait and see how it works out. we
are going to see if the boys who do this quickly
are the ones who get the bes t marks in shop; and
see if the slow ones are those who get the poor
marks in the shop. If this checks up well in the
large majority of cases, we will know that it does
show mechanical ability and we may then use the
bl ok with new boys and select those who seem
to ^Ive the best promise of success in this
school, Te are not certain that this bl.ck wixl
apply equally well to all trades and this try-out
ought to show if it works equally well for print-
ers and electricians as it does for machinists
and cabinet isakers,"
The following directions is an exact copy of the
standardized directions for administering #5, This
procedure, and eract wording were carefully followed
and was identical for every boy tested,
v orksample #5
Mechanical Aptitude
DIRECTION^:
Place the nine blocks, assembled , before the
examinee with one end toward him and say, "THIS
IS MM OF NIKS BLOCKS, JJM THIS." Take one
of the top corner blocks in the hand, showing
it to the examinee and say, *I SHALL MIX THEM
UP, AED GET YOU TO rUT TFTM TOGETHER AGAIE."
Replace top corner block in original position,
and proceed as followst "1T07ICK CAREFULLY HOW
IT" IS IIADF , IT IS CUT THROUGH IHTO THRFT. PHES,
WITH THREE BLOCKS IN EACH PIT? J" While saying
this separate the blocks into three vertical
riles, three in each* (See Fig, 2, Page 25) In
giving description gesture freely so that a per-
son may understand from the motions, if he has
difficulty in following the language. Wove the
hand down as if cutting the formation twice
through into three piles. Touch each pile when
it is mentloneu and also the separate blocks.
Next push the three piles together again, mak-
ing the block once more as originally assembled,
"IT IS ALSO CUT THROUGH INTO THRE^ LAYERS TXTH
THREE BLOCKS IT? EACH IAYF.R ," While saying this,
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remove the top two layers of three e»ch, and
place them on the table beside the bottom layer,
a few inches away from It. Then lift the top
layer of three from the middle layer, and place
it so that the three layers are arranged before
the examinee in this orders bottom, middle, and
top, (See Fig* 3* puge 2u) These slocks should
be moved so the movement in disassembling will
ue from the examinee's left to ri^ht. Separate
the three blocks in the lower layer keeping them
parallel, leave them a moment and then push them
together again. In the same way separate the
three blocks, for a moment, in the middle layer,
and then in the top. Reassemble again by placing
the middle layer on the bottom three und then the
top layer above these, »Rnr.:-B' R THAT IT Tr THWCT
(touch top block) BLOCKS {touch the middle block)
HIGH (touch top block) AW TfflBK (touch left top
block) BLOCKC (touch middle top block) (touch
right top block), W I SHALT MIX THKM uT. tt
"Do not hurry the explanation; allow plenty of
time for each step of the description to be followed
and understood. Take the assembled block apart
with the examinee looking on. This is better
than asking him to look away. Take up each block
by one end; do not hold by the middle, &» this
makes the turning end for end too obvious. All
blocks not turned end for end should be given at
least a quarter turn on own axis. Make the
motions rather slowly; rapid ones disturb the ex-
aminee with the idea that you ore trying to con-
fuse M*« Turn the two upper corner blocks end
for end, and put them on the table, place the
middle block from the top, and the two side blocks
from the middle layer with the first two, without
turning end for end. In the same way, the center
block in the middle Oayer and two corner blocks
in the bottom layer turn end for end and place in
the pile. The middle block in the bottom layer
put in the pile without turning end for end. The
blocks to be turned are marked with crosses (x) in
-pi rr x. page 25, Sow mix the blocks throughly but
slowly! so that the examinee cannot follow indivi-
uual oneu, but take care not to turn any end for end.
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Then spread out once more* Fach block, except of
course the center one, should have a flat edge rest-
ing on the table top. Ho blocks should have flat
face 8 toward each other, When the examinee starts
reassembling, the blocks should be arranged in a
neat row, parallel to one another, an inch or so
apart, and with one end of each block toward the
examinee, (See Fig, 4, page 25) They should
not be pileC on top of one another or leit in an
Irregular order. Leave a free s^ace of approxi-
mately a foot between the exam-nee and the blocks
for the assembling operation. Arrange the test
to indicate as nearly as possible, mechanical
ingenuity and to be affected as little as possi-
ble by the dexterity of the examinee, or by any
other complicating characteristic, piling the
blocks in a heterogenious | ile iuxedlately be-
fore the examinee, without leaving working room,
requires more dexterity in reassembling than
arranging the blocks neatly, providing free space
for assembling. Give no help of any kind (other
than encouragement if necessary) during reassem-
bling* Tell the examinee whether he has been fast
or sluw, using judgment in doing so, not to dis-
courage him unduly if he has done poorly. Having
answered any questions which the examinee has to
ask, proceed as foxlowsj Hi TAKF THT AVFRA rr
OF THREE TRIALS PI"PLY RFC/US* IT IS A LIT7IF
FAIHFR THAF CWUTG OTTLY CE~ . TRY IT AOAIK IN
JUST THF, iUB WAY Mi* the blocks as before
with no more explanation than above. Repeat a
third time with the words "TRY IT 05JCF MORF .
THIS IS TJSTACT TIT ."
Of course little trouble was experienced with lan-
guage difficulties in the boys tested. We diu have two
totally deaf boys who without attempting to read my lips
and with only the written "This is to show how good a
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mechanic you might become" caught instantly the idea
of what was wanted and made creditable B scores.
SCORING
First
Second_
Third_
Sum
_x 1.0
x 1.4
X 1.7
S Average
S x Age factor _ .
The score in this worksample is unreliable when
the first trial grades D, and the last two A.
Last Birthday
GRADE
A
B
D
AGF FACTORS
lale
16 .62
17 .77
18 .83
19 .87
and over 1.00
F0RH3
Hale
0— 2.74
2.75 - 3.98
3.99 - 6.13
6.14 - up
Fonalfc
Use
male
factors
SCOFF
Femw-le
- 4.00
4.01 - 6.50
6.^1 - 9.50
9.51 - up
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In evuiu^tirL, the second and third trials, O'Connor
uses what he terms "Improvement "Fact ora" hefore obtain-
ing the average of the three. These factors we^e ob-
tained by dividing the sua of the first trials of a
great Biany cases by the sum of the second; and the sun
of the first trials bj- the sum of the third trials.
Thus multiplying the second trial by 1,4 and the third
trial by 1,7 give scores that are comparo-blo with the
first. It alro helps to give an examinee a fair score
in case, for same reason or other, only one of two
trials could be scored. On the surface this method of
ecoring the trials would seem very fair to the indi-
vidual, since it penalises the boy who by «tri*l and
error- reasoning might hit upon a 4uick solution for the
first trial and without actual mechanical reasoning,
would not do so well the second and third, on the other
hand the boy who, on his first trial, took the time
properly to analyse his problem and mastering it com-
pletes the second and t. ixd trials in short order,
finds that the improvement factors have worked to
his
advantage. Ko age factors are included for boys
younger
than 16, since few cases enter the laboratory
at Lynn
below the compulsory school age. On page 48
the dotted
.54
line curves show O'Connor's tiUurtilu limita from 16 years
to adulthood. The elope at 16 ia so shari th»t it would
seem that the test Das too difficult for the average 15
year old. These age factors would seem to indicate that
mechanical capacity increases with the physiological de-
velopment, both reach in^ a maximum at about 20 or 21
years of age.
CHAPTER 5
REST ARCH UtiOUHME
The plan of work consisted in the individual test,
ing of the entire student bod,, of the Springfield (liaSL.)
Trade School during the school year of 1928-29 (actually
506 boys); the new boys in the Summer School of 1929
(about 57); and the entering boys in the fail of 1929
(172); making a total of 735, TATge cardboard charts
were made, stickers procured, and uj. -to-date records
were kept of the following:
A. Agenorms from 14 to 20 years
Since no norms we reavailable for the ages of 14
and 15 years, these had to be established before any of
the results could be used. That there norms re i resent
a sampling which would be reasonably typical for use
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outside our own school ic oj^n to argument, Tet I, q.
tests by the Department of Research a few years ago,
indie, ted that for ei*.c. age classification, they were
neither above nor below the rest of the school syBteni.
The large n mber of withdrawals mentioned in Chapter 1
would seem to surest that ior a large grou^. choice of
the trade school was not based on strong mechanical in-
clinations, for the shops should offer «plendid encourage-
ment to stay and develop this trad~ bent. For ages
above 15, trade school norms ought to represent a highly
selected group, since the mechanical misfits would
have been droiped or would have left of their o n
accord when they became lb. This would Jeave in school
those who had been successful in the first part of their
course and were about to graduate,
B. A correlation chart between "shop hours" and
''teat scores" for all 15 year olds.
In testing a whole student body, we were bound to
find a varied amount of training ranging from nothing at
all up to nearly two ye.rs shop experience. A eorrelatior
between the shop hours and #5 ought to show the effect
of training on the ability to do the test. Of course
it could be said that the "trained" boys would tend
to be nearer 16 years of age than the new or •untrained*
boys and therefore aptitude had been further developed.
It could also be asserted that at this a^e some of
the mechanically unfit had been weeded out, leaving a
selected group. To meet the first objection it was
planned to correlate between Test scores and age in months
above 15 years for th<~ same group and measure that ten-
dency. The second possibility must be considered in
light of the fact that the school system lacks a place
for the boy who fails at the trade school. Some are
occasionally returned to the junior High Schools; or,
leaving, obtain work and attend Continuation School,
but the large majority are carrier along until they
reach the compul* ory school age limit of 16 and then
drop out at once.
C. A correlation chart between "Accepted shop
Hours" and "Test Scores" for all 15 year olds.
At first this correlation seemed logical, for
"accepted hours" depend upon the way a boy uses his
tins in the shop. (See page 9 ), but assuming that
the test measures aptitude on^y, it is obvious that
those with the greater endowment would make the better
use of their shoi time. As the sole purpose of these
correlations was to show the efiect of TRAIFJTG, this
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chart wub never completed. Yet the correlation between
Test cores and total manber of training hours seemed, to
the writer, an unusual opportunity for checking the
author's claim of APTITUDE for Test #5.
D, A prognostic chart for all ages, so t& t norms
could be established for "untrained" boys.
Should the results of the B correlation indicate
that training did affect scores, then these norms would
hare to be usea in any guidance program, While no
chart was kept of the "trained" boys alone, these prog-
nostic norms could be checked against the norms ob-
tained in A which include both trained and new boys.
1« The graduates.
By the use of colored stickers, a record on ail
charts was kept of those who graduated. These leave
regularly throughout the year as f.oon as they have com-
pleted their time, though the actual awarding of di-
X^lomas tkes place in June, An attendance slip sent
around each d y gives information concerning those
who left school and a word with different shop teach-
ers cleared up the question as to whether the boys
so iiamed were graduating or not. If f5 is to be val-
uable for use in a trade echool the large majority of
those who graduate should score A or B on the test.
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"F . Those leaving school to work at the tru.dc
.
It was expected that same of those leaving nilJit
be criteria, the trade, and though not graduating, could
be included with then instead of with the withdrawals
in checking the validity of the test. However, moat
of the withdrawals took place during the summer vaca-
tion and it was found impossible to locate more than
a very few. And even among those it was difficult to
say whethur the work could be considered as actual
trade work. As a result of this experience, a,l with-
drawals were grouped together, sav~ the "droppet", and
the graduates.
G. » i thdrawaIs
.
The problem of Chapter 1 is tied up with this
criterion. If it was found that a large majority of the
withdrawals tested in the C and D quartiles, we would
have a splendid check on the value of the test in this
type of school with this unquestionably serious problem.
H, Those "dropped" because of inaptitude as
determined by their sho, instructors.
VI th a large waiting list, the end of each semester
and summer term brings a careful survey of the new boys
made for the purpose of dropping the mechanically inapt.
The Director is insistent that misbehavior. Jack of
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ability to do academic work, or er,n hie related work
shall HOT be cause for dismissal, if a boy does good
work in the SHOP, even though he may uev^r get enough
accepted academic or related hours to graduate, he is
allowed to stay as long as he wishes. Strict as this
rule is, seme teuchers do use this avenue to get rid
of troublesome cases. If it was found that a big
majority of those "dropped" teste - c and D, it would
be a splendid recommendation far the tett,
I, A Special Criterion for Machine
Shop Graduates,
Tith but few exceptions, all graduates of the
machine shop have been regularly placed in industry.
This is the oldest and largest department in the school,
and its reputation is held in high regard by those in-
dustries which have seen fit to absorb any of its
graduates. Before placement, the Head of the Department
discusses each boy with the shop teachers and he is
rated sccording to ability (not as determine^ by shop
marks, but by combined teachers* opinions). The boys
rated the highest are given the best opportunities and
and poorest of the lot may be chosen for routine opera-
tion work or may be refusee a recommendation of any sort.
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This criterion for #5 seemed a very good one and as
soon as the norms were establirhed, about a year ago,
the fact that about all the machine shop graduates of
1929 had graduated by that time, gave an opportunity
for an exhaustive ;.tudy which aid not have to we.it
a year for results, as did practically all the other
criteria.
SCHOOL MARKS
The writer was skeptical of results which might be
obtained by correlating #5 with school irarks. Each
individual is marked in Shop, Related work, and Academic
work. Sometimes one of these marks represents but one
teacher. In others, we have the combined ratings of
as many as five teachers who may have had an opportunity
to handle the boy in the shop. On the accepted hours
basis of marking, this gave the teacher who had had the
boy the longest in shop, the greatest influence in de-
termining his final m..rk. Oft ice records give an up-
to-date total of accepted hours, but it was necessary
to add the monthly totals in erder to get the average
mark for each boy in each of the three departments.
This was obtained by dividing the Total Accepted Hours
b. the Total Time Clock Hours. During the first year.
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only the graduates • and withdrawals* averages were
listeu, but with the advent of the fall term of 1929,
in order to prevent a serious accumulation of clerical
work at the end, averages were obtainec for all the
boy8 in the school who had at least a year and a half
of work, (In a special study of 15 machine shop
graduate e, it was discovered th t first ye. r marks
correlated better with teachers' opinions than did the
full three years* ratings, (See page 107) This was
due to a tendency to mark those boys hi^h who persisted
in finishing regardless of ability). For the 172 boys
who entered this last fall, 1929, the averages for
five months only were available.
School marks are notoriously subjective, ui*less
they are to be made the basis fcr certification towards
college entrance requirements where, no doubt, teachers
are more careful. In a trade school, no tuch incentive
is present and marks are based on behavior, initiative,
industriousness, personality, prejudice; almost any-
thing except mechanical ability, to say nothing at all
^bout mechanieal aptitude . Some are notoriously high
markers, others, just thu opposite. Boys do well with
teachers they like and Bhirk with those they donU
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like. The boy who is mechanically endowed often finds
himself at home in the shop atmosphere and his marks
reflect his ability • Others with the same capacity
and lacking the x>ay envelope incentive, aseune the
typical boys* attitude toward any school and in this
case marks are baseu on achievement, which, affected
by any one of the above mentioned factors, ie far
be low his possibilities. On the other hane, boys murk-
Si ly low in aptitude, may by g od personality traits
and conscientious effort, outdistance both in marks
and in achievement, his more gifted but less conscien-
tious classmate. There has been lately, the more noble
tendency with sane instructors to take each boy as he
finds him and after a reasonable period in which to
becoi.e acquainted, mark him on achievement in the light
of what the teacher considers his capacity. The work
of this school is so definitely on an individual basis,
the boys so far apart in age and aptitude, thut no other
standard is possible even if it were considered necessary
and no philosophy of education would so deem it. Assuming
$5 to be an aptitude test, then correlations with teach-
ers' marks would be high only in so far as marks were
based on success due to mechanical aptitude. Yet with
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so many different departments, each divided into shop
«. nd related subjects, the relative value of #5 as applied
to the lie departments ou^ht to make an interesting study.
It was planned;
1, To correlate between #5 and academic
murks for the Aoie school.
The type of work in the academic department has
already been outlined on page 9 . The work is based
partly on individual lines, and ranges from seventh
grade to the typicax work of the first two years in
a regular Hl„h school. Positive correlation would
mean that #5 measures to some extent those qualities
necessary for successful work in the typical high
school. It is generally conceded that "intelligence"
tests measure "scholastic aptitude" and from this we
might deduce that "general intelligence" as measured
by its own tests is a factor in successful manipula-
tion of the blocks.
2. Correlation between "related" marks
in the different departments and #5
scores.
In so far as the work of the related rooms calls
for the same ability which mak^s for success in the
shop, marks under this h«-od should correlate with #5,
0»Connor believes that his test pre diets success in
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drafting and in many departments, most of the related
work is drawing* These studies will he interesting out
of uncertain value,
3, Correlations between shop marks and #5*
The shop correlations, outside of the subjective
weaknesses which apply here as th^y do in the class
room, ought to show decided positive tendencies, when
marks are correlated with #5, By discovering the re-
lative value of Hr" for each of the eight different
departments (see page 8 )» we ought to he able to de-
termine which could use #5 for prognostic purposes.
For example, it is the writer^ opinion that the print-
ing and electrical shops require lese mechanical apti-
tude than do moet of the others. In spite of the sub-
jective aspects, the shop mark correlations are the
most important field with regard to marks,
<H AFTER 6
T^TABLISmFTJT OF FORWS AW- AGE FACTOR? - MFTHOES ATT) RESULTS
The procedure followed in obtaining norms and age
factors in this study is the one used b* O'Connor, e*.
cept for the possibility that he did not use percentile
curves (17) to establish limits. However the correction
involved by their use is so slight that it would in no
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way affect a proper comparison of results:
A. Method of establishing FORMS j When |Q la ad-
miniatereu, the person's u^e is recorded in years curried
out to two decimal places, scores for each age are kept
separate and when sufficient cases have accumulated,
they are distributed according to the score obtained;
the fastest is placec at the top, the slowest at the
bottom arid the rest placed within a given interval. In
this study the interval usee was one-quarter of a min-
ute, so that all scores averaging between two minutes
and i;.25 would be grouped together. As already
dis-
cussed, a Jarge chart and stickers were used in making
up the distributions, which have been grouped
on one
chart found cm page 46 . The total number of
cases
is divided into four e^ual groups, culled quartiles,
rated A, B. C. and ft, If we had 100 cases the 25
who
did #5 in the fastest time would belong to the A
group,
and the score of the lowest of the 25 would
be called
the A limit. The B limit would be that
score obtained
by the 50th man and is called the median
score. The C
limit, then, would be the score obtained by
the man who
ranked 75th in the total of 100 cases. Any
score below
that of the C limit would be rated D,
indicating that
IThe graph OB the opposite page *hows the
distribution
of acores in the PlMfe Block p| for the different age
groups. {See pages 45 and aL) The abscissae
represent
scores in H (in minutes), the interval toeing .25 of a
ninute. The ordinate & represent the number of
cases
scoring within any interval. For example, wo find
thut cunong the 16 year olds, (tho fourth gruifc up
from
the bottom) there were five boys who scored betv-een 5.75
una 4.00 in fc% Just below we find among the 15
year
olds thero were 16 who scored within the same range.
The
median time for each ^roup is shown by the POTTED LIIT
S
§md are marked eitnor with an M or Median.
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The percentile curves on the opposite page are b? sed
on all Ciisee tested in this study. Such curves (as explain-
ed on Pages 4 4 and 49) are used to compare different age
groups vrhe^e the number of cases Involved are not equal.
The abscissa represents the peroent of cases involved, the
ordinate, the score of #5 in minutes. The curve for any age
gives the percentage of the total number of oases which fall
below any given score of #5. For example, among the 19 year-
olds, we find that 33$ of the cases scored 5 minutes or slower.
These curves were also used to locate the A, B, and limit
points for different ages and these data were used to draw
the norm curves on Page 48. For example, where the 15 year
curve oroses the 25'p line, we obtain the lower limit score
of 8.30 minutes. Any 15 year-old who scores slower than 8.30
is in the lowest quartile and is rated D. Whers the curve
crossed the 50> line we obtain the median score of 5.45 and
where the 75> line intersects the curve, we get the lower A
limit point of 3.90. Any 15 year-old testing faster than
3.90 is rated in the upoer quartile and is entitled to an A
rating.
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The age-norm curvee on the opposite page are
drawn
through the 25%, 50* and 75* points taken directly
from the
percentile curves of each age found on the previous
page.
(For further explanation see pages 49, 50, 51
and 55.)
The abscissa repreaente age at the laet birthday,
the ord-
inate, ecoree in #5 in minutee. The Trade School
limit, for
an A, B, or C ecore anew how ability to do the Wiggly
Block
improves with age. A #5 acore for any given age which ratea
above the A limit meana an A acore. A acore falling
between
the A limit and the B limit curves, ratea Bf ecoree between
the B and C limits curvee rate C and anything below the
C
limit indicatea a D acore. By drawing curves in thia
manner,
irregularitiea may be amoothed out and where the curvee cut
the age verticale, we obtain acoree which are baaea for the
age norma found on page 56. *or compariaon, O'Connor' a norm
pointa are included, and are connected by a dotted line marked
G. E. limit. The sharp drop in the G. E. limit-curves between
the age of 17 and 16 would seem to indicate that #5 was too
difficult for the average 15 or 14 year old. Thia research
hae shown results to the contrary and O'Connor agrees that
his 16 year norm points are too low. The horizontal dot-dash
lines give adult limits for quartile scores.
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Its possessor fell within the lowest quarter, in respect
to the trait measured.
To obtain quartile limits for each age, we used
the percentile curves, already referred to, in pre-
ference to the exact scores of the raen who occupied the
25$, ^0%, and 7b% position in the distribution for each
age because:
1. The total number of cases is not always
divisible by four, and while interpolations
may be made, they do not consider the trends
just above and below*
2. Distributions are seldom normal in actual
practice and a smooth curve irons out the irregu-
larities and considers trends.
3. All age curves can be plotted on the same
sheet which makes comparisons possible, v.here
each age has a varied number of cases involved.
On page 8 47 and 53we have two such curve s drawn. The
first includes all the oases reported in this study. The
abscissa, or horizontal scale indicates the percent of the
total number of cases; the ordinate, or vertical scale:,
the score of #5 in minutes. Thus any point on the curve
represents the percentage of cases v;i;ich fell below a
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given time score of #5 for that age, \vhere the curve
for each age crosses the 25^, 5Q%% arid 75 ' line, we ob-
tain the A, B, and c limits for that age* The re cult-
unt curve only is drawn. To have included all the
joints for all the ages involved , would have raad« the
curves very difficult to interpret,
B, COHPARATrr ACT". ITORMS j Using the percentile
curves like tiiose on pages 47 and 53, quartile limit
points were obtained and i.xotte with age (in years)
on the horizontal axis, and #5 score (in minutes} on
the vertical, (The curves shown on pages 48, 54* 63
and 64were obtained in this way). How if all the 75%
points are come cted making a smooth curve, kno ledge
of a person's age and average score in #5 would deter-
mine an A score, if above the line, mhile its position
in relation to tfcu B and C limit curves drawn through
the 50% and 25f, points would rate it as B, C, or B.
The B limit curve is, of course, the median curve and
could be used to show whether a score for any given
age, is above or below the median. Such curves can be
drawn to give weight to those norms which are based on
the largest number of cases,
C. AOS FACTORS i Having discovered that norms
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were practically identical for ages above 20, 0*Connor
wanted a figure for each age below adulthood, which would
interpret score e in terms of adult capacity. That is,
scoring a 15 year old, we could multiply his score by
a factor which would reduce it to adult standards, and
so give a figure which would be indicative of adult
capacity. To obtain this figure, 0»Connor»s adult A
limit of 2.74 was divided by the a limit for each age,
obtaining the age factor for the 75 percentile; the 50
and 25 percentile joints were treated in the same way,
and the factor used for any partic;Oar age is the
average of the factors for the three li its. In the
cases of the 14 year olds, the A factor, .598 is ob-
tained by dividing O'Connor's A factor of 2.74 by 4.58
and the other two factors obtained by using the B factor
3.98 and the D factor 6.13, dividing each in turn by 6.14
and 8.80. The average is used as the Age Factor.
SPRIHGFE LD TRADE SCHOOL HQRICS AW ACT. FACTORS
On page 46 will be found the distribution of scores
in #5 according to age at the last birthday. The medians
(shown by the dotted lines) show improvement for each
age; a marked amount from 14 to 15, but very slight
from 15 to 16 years of age. That there are comparatively
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few low scores among the older boys shows to what ft great
extent the mechanically inapt have been eliminated. To
establish Trade School norms, percentile curves were
drawn of the distribution for e~ch age (see page 47) and
the point where these curves cut the 25$, 50£, and 75^
verticals gave the lower liaits of the scores which
could be classed as C, B» and A« Thus anyone having a
net score below the C limit for his age would be classed
as a D, which would be interpreted to mean that he fell
within the lowest quarter in respect to mechanical apti-
tude. 7-here the curves cross the 7£>5 mark, the lower
limit for an A score, we find each age in its proper
place,, indicating thc-t ability to do the t3st was do-
pendent upon age, at least as far as ages below 20 are
concerned. But the median scores (50:1). show erratic
tendencies. The 16 and 15 year old medians are about
the same, the 18 year faxls below the 17, and at ta« 25£
ordinate the 16 also, loses its proper position. Per-
centile scores were then taken from this chart and plotted
on page 4 8 in such a way that this increase in scores
with age can be shown to advantage, and by giving more
weight to points representing a Oarge number of cases,
a mean curve may be drawn which will more accurately
express true norms.
{i
The percentile curves on the opposite page were
drawn in the same way. as those pn page 47 , except that
these are cased on some 235 fewer oases. As explained
in greater detail on pages 45 and ao, these curves
established percentile points which were used in
drawing the a^e-norm curves on the following pa^e,
Cince the age factors used in correcting all scores
in this .study to an adult fcasi: for comparison, , were
taken from the graphs on pages 53 and 54» they are
included here. The correction involved oy .the con-
sideration of tm 235 other cases was so small as not
to warrant revision. (See page 57)

The curve sheet on the opposite page was drawn exactly
fewer
as that on page 48- except that 33^ cases were used. Norms
derived from this graph are found on Page 58; as well as th«
age factors which were used in this study to correct scores
to an adult basis. Though only a slight error is introduced
by the use of these norms, the norms on page 48' are based on
a greater number of cases and the age factors given on Page
36 are considered a little more reliable.
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On the same sheet the dottea lines represent curves
which are baaed on Dr. 0*Connor»B age factors and it wilx
he noticed that thu Trade school norms are at least
.2
of a .minute faster than the Qenera.1 Electric norms.
Notice that the B and c limit norm curres hare much the
some slope as the a limit which follows the percentile
points very closely. The 14 and 15 year points lie con-
sistently near the curves, a condition no doubt due to
the iarge number of cases. The 17 year points with 65
cases high, but the 16 year points are low, due probably
to the small number of individuals of that age v&o
were tested. The inconsistency of the 16 year points
cannot be attributed to that cause, i mce 160 cases
were used. The high point fulls on the curve but the
B and C limits are too low. The norms obtained from
the chart on page 48 are iven here.
TAB IT 1
Final Age Korms and Factors - Forme in this
table are taken directly from the curves on
page 48, and are based on all individuals
tested to Kov. 15, 1920. (716 cases) An age
factor was obtained by dividing o* Connor »s
adult A likit by the Trade School A limit
score. (See page 51)
14 Years (192 cases )
A -
- 4.58 Age Factor .598 a -
B - 4.59 - 6.14 • .648 B -
C - 6.15 - 8.80 " .697 C -
D - 8.81 - up Average
.65 d -
Dr. •Connor* 8 None
16 years (160 cases )
A - - 3.64 Age Factor .753 A -
B - 3.65 - 5.22 - .763 B -
C - 5.23 - 7.84 » * .782 C -
B - 7.85 - up Average
.77 B -
Br. O'Connor's .62
15 Years (234 cases)
0-4.00 Age Factor .686
4.01 - 5.58 - •
.713
0.59 - 8.28
.741
8.29 - up Average .71
Br. O'Connor* 8 None
17 Years (85 cases )
- 3.39 Age Factor .808
3.40 - 4.97 « .802
4.98 - 7.51 • .818
7.52 - up Average .81
Dr. O'Connor's .77
19 Years (18 cases )
A - - 3.00 Age Factor .913
B - 3.01 - 4.58 .370
C - 4.59 - 8.92 • 1#D - 6.93 - up Average
Br. O'Connor's .87
18 Years (50 cases )
A - 0-3.18 Age Factor .862
B - 3.19 - 4.77 .835
C - 4.78 - 7.51 .852
D - 7.52 - up Average .85
Br. O'Connor's .83
At different times during the study, age norms were
established on the accumulated cases and viiile changes
occurred, they were not pronounced; the reateat change being
in the 15 year age factor which droppeu with 76 cases fro^
.78 to .71 when the full 234 were considered. The change
would seem to indicate that the first 15 year olds tested
were exceptional. Most of these boys were of the enter,
ing class of 1928, and that group is generally conceded
to be outstanding. After testing the entire student body
with #5, we had 500 cases which would seem to be suffi-
cient for reliable norms. These were called the April
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Forms and the age factors arrived from these were used
in reucing ALL test scores to the adult oasis for com-
iarison between individuals of different ages,
With the addition of some 235 cases in the summer
and fall entering groups, the younger hoys' age factors
droiped off one point. This change if appliec to scores
would hare improved most not scores on the average of .05
of a minute , Late in November when the final norms ware
obtained, over 350 of all the cases had already been
distributed on some 30 correlation charts. Cince practi-
cally all distributions of list scores were made at .5
minute intervals, such a slight improvement as .05 of a
minute would have made practically no change in place-
ment, and since all changes were in the upward direction,
correlations would not have been affected. Since the
April Norms were those used in obtaining the resuite in
this study, they, and the percentile curves from vfcich
they were derived, are reproduced on pages
52
,
54, 55,
and 53, Norms derived from page 5* arej
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TABU 2
April Age Forma and Factors - Norma in this
table are taken directly from the curve o on
page 54 , and are baaed on the individuals
tested to April 13, 1929 (about 500}
.
Age
factors given here, with the 16 and 19 year
factors of Page 56 were useu in correcting
ALL SCORES IN THIS STUDY, (See page 57)
14 Years (73 Cases ) 15 Years (166 Cases )
A - - 4,43 Age Factor ,617 A - 0-3.94 Age Factor .695
B - 4.44 - 6.03 ,659 B - 3.95 - 5.47 • .734
C - 6.04 - 8.77 .701 C - 5.46 - 8.27 - .743
D - 8.78 - up • P - 8.28 - up
Average Age Factor .66 Average Age Factor .72
16 Years (117 Cases ) 17 Years (75 Cases )
A - - 3.60 Age Factor .761 A - - 3.33 Age Factor .822
B - 3.61 - 5.06 .789 B - 3.34 - 4.72 " .842
C - 5.07 - 7.86 « • .782 C - 4.73 - 7.53 « • .817
T) - 7.89 - up D - 7.54 - up
Average Age Factor ,78 Average Age Factor .83
(Norms for 19 and 16 years are based on the same
number of cases as those on Page 56 and are the same).
While 16 year norms were far above O'Connor's, the
fact that the B and C limits were below the curve and
even below the 15 year olds called for a special study.
In this respect the April Norms were lower than the Final
Norms and yet consideration of 160 cases faileu to bring
the points up to where it would seem they oxxjit to be.
Furthermore at 16, the law does not require a boy to go
to school and it would seem that these mechanically
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inapt should have been eliminated when they turned- 16.
The distribution chart on page 46 shows a proportionally
larger number of 16 year olds below the 8.5 minute mark
than do any of the other ages. The P group which seems
to haTe defied the elinination process is made up al~
most wholly of new boys (32 out of the 40). On page
and 53 we note percentile points for all 16 year olds
excluding the new group of boys, and find that these
were very much higher. In the case of the C limit the
improvement amounted to one and a half minutes. Few
percentiles were obtained for the old group of 15 year
olde in the same way, excluding the new boys, but
it
was found that norms were practically the same,
since
elimination had not occurred. The matter was brought
to the attention of the Director and he
explained that
in light of his experience, it was due
to the over-
anxiet* of some parents to keep boys in
school at all
costs. These new boys, lacking the
-scholastic aptitude
to continue in the High schools and Oi o lacking
the
mechanical aptitude which steers the
mechanically-minded
>cy to the trade school at the ages
of 14 or 1^, drift
into the school in the path of least
resistance. They
please their parents, but displeuse their
teachers to
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such an estent that they soon leave. Of the 40 boys who
make up the D group of 2» year olds we found that;
7 were printers (who did not require the me-
chanical axAitude measured by the teat}
14 had left school soon after entering,
3 had been dropped for lack of mechahfeal
qp titude.
10 were below the average shop mark for their
Department,
6 were above the arerag. for their Department,
40
In connection with the work on improvement factors,
norms were established for the first, second, and third
trials alone; and while the chart (see page 63 ) is
rather complicate c, the norms may be of value in check-
ing with some other criteria. In order to complete the
set, norms were also established for the average of the
three trials, calculated without using improvement
factors for the second and third trials, (See page 64),
These two norm sheets together with another were
used
as the basis for two special studies which will be
dis-
cussed later. (See pages 98. ^, m 104 -)
XMT*0YTJfcHT FACTORS
The improvement factors of 1.4 and 1.7,
which were
used in evaluating the second and third trials,
were
discusseu on page 33 . on account of the youth
of the
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trade school group, it was thought worthwhile to deter-
mine whether these factors were constant for all ages
or, like the norms, showed gradual improvement until
adulthood was reached, Following the method a used
by •Connor, (see page 65 ) we found that where the num-
ber of cases considered was reasonably large improvement
for each trial, in turn, was constant but consistently
faster than 0»Connor found. Among the 18 and 19 year
olds and the few \iho were older, lack of oases probably
accounted for the erratic results, but when these were
averaged, they checked el sely with the other boys.
Taking a weighted average for all ages the second trial
factor was found to be 1,51, the third, 1,98, (see
page 6^ . it was at this point that the trial age
norms of i&ge 63 were established. To determine whether
this improvement was typical of the slow as well as the
fast groups, the quartile limits for each trial and
each age were establishes from the curves and the im-
provement factors calculated by Method B, (See page 66 )
(For 16 year olds, the lower limit for an A score in
the norms for the first trial is 3.33; the lower limit
for an A score in the second trial is 2.18 and the
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corresponding point for the third trial is 1.58. The
second trial factor was obtained by dividing 3.33 by
2. IB; the third trial factor by dividing 3.33 by 2.58).
Like the Method A results, we fj^nd that 1.5 and 2.0
more nearly represent the conditions in this study.
Using the new improvement factors the 735 cases were
evaluated and new norms established which axe ahown
on page 67. Because this study concerned a standard-
ized test, O'Connor* s improvement factors of 1»4 and 1.7
were used consistently throughout it. The dotted curves
were drawn on page 67 to note how they would appear if
carrieu out to 0«Connor»8 old limits of 3.00, 4,50, and
7.50 minutes respectively. These last limits were the
original norms which 0» Connor feels more, nearly re-
presents a general unselected group; the present norms
while based on a great many more c ses (mostly from the
shops of The General T lectric Co.) seem to represent a
highly selected group of mechanics. The improvement
factor data is included heret
The three dot-dush lines on the opposite page
represent the A, B# and C lower limits for the "FIRST
trial scores of 700 individuals (from 14 to 19 years
of age) who tried the Wiggly Block, The dotted lines
represent the lower ^uaxtile limits for 5" COKD trials
only, and the solid lines, the THIRD trial only. Ho
improvement factors were used for the second and
third trials and it was thought tb-t the curves might
he valuable in ease but one trial was scored and
UN Judgment f + persists mechanical aptitude teid
to be made. The^e curves were used in this study to
check improvement factors (see page 66) and for
evaluating the separate trials with different criteria.
(See pages 99 ^nd 104.)

The A., B. and C limit curves on the
opposite page are
based on a study of the scores in #5
of 700 individuals.
Instead of using the standardized scoring,
the average
of three trials was tafcen instead.
These curves were
used to determine if the omission of improvement
fac-
tors helped to shew a higher correlation with
criteria.
(See Page 99) For explanation of the general
method
of drawing age norm curves see pages '49,50, 51,
and 55.
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IMPROVEMENT FACTORS - SPRINGFIELD TRADE SCHOOL
MECHANICAL APTITUIE TEFT #5
METHOD A. These factors were obtained by di-
viding the summation of the First Trials for
each age by (1) the summation of all thu
Second Trials and (2) by the summation of the
Third Trials.
Improvement Improvement
No, of Factor No. of Factor
Age Case 3 2nd Trial Cases 3rd Trial
20
and over 8 1.51 8 1.68
19 18 1.22 18 1.79
18 26 1.94 24 2.68
17 84 1.47 77 1.64
16 151 1.56 138 2.09
15 217 1.47 210 2.00
14 18S Ml 175 1.88
V/eighted Average 1.51 1.98
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MFTHOD B. These factors were obtained from
the Trial-A^e Horn Curves. Taking the A, B,
and C lower limits for each age, separately,
the first trial was divided by the second
and tho first divided b_. th- third trial.
Age and low- 1st trial
er Limit
18 - A
IB - B
IS - c
2.83
4.33
6.78•
17 - A
17 - B
17 - C
3.08
4.64
7.32
16 - A
16 - B
16 - G
3.33
4.95
7.85
15 - A
15 - B
15 - C
3.57
5.25
8,40
14 - A
14 - B
14 - C
3.80
5.65
8.95
2nd Trial
Horn
1.83
2.72
4.80
2.00
3.00
5.07
2.18
3.22
5.34
2.36
3.45
5.62
2.55
3.70
5.90
2d Trial 3d Trial 3d trial
Factor Norm Factor
1.55
1.59
1.41
1.30
2.00
3.25
2.18
2.16
2.08
1.54
1.55
1.44
1.44
2.20
3.55
2.14
2.11
2.06
1.53
1.54
1.47
1.58
2,40
3.85
2.10
2.06
2.04
1.51
1.52
1.50
1.75
2.60
4.15
2.04
2.02
2.02
1.49
1.50
1.52
1.95
2.78
4.45
1.95
2.00
2.01
fThe nora. curves on the opposite page were drawn
to give data b> which scores in #5 could he properly
evaluated if it were later decided that the improvement
factors of 1.5* and 2,0, found in this study, were more
accurate for younger hoys'. The solid quartile limit
lines «re drawn to meet the present adult limits of
2.75, 3,99, and 6.14 (scored with the present improve-,
ment factors of 1.4 and 1.7). The dotted lines seem
to follow the points setter and are carried out to
O'Connor's old' adult limits of 3,00,; 4.50, and 7.50.
(See' page 62).- These curves were used to ohtain age
factors and researe cabinet shop hoys in ord*r to
determine whether better correlation with teachers'
murks resulted, (see i-age 99 )
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DISTRIBUTION OF TTST SCORES AM(WO
DIFF R&HT KEPARTMFHTS
While the school norms divide the whole student
body Into four e^uul divisions, the distribution of
scores in #5 in the different departments might indi-
cates (1) Whether aptitude, as measured by the test,
had acted as a factor in guiding the boy to that trade
which would offer the best field for development of
his mechanical e ent; or perhaps lack of such aptitude
had guided the boy to the trades which are not very
mechanical in nature, (2) To what extent the work
in certain shops tender to eliminate the inapt. The
pattern, Drafting and Cabinet shops were the only de-
partments having a majority who tested A or B in #5,
We would expect the Machine, Automobile and the Sheet
Metal groups to show the same leanings, but apparently
other factors are more important.
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TABIX 3
Distribution of Test Scores among the Differ-
ent Departments. Departments arc xutea accord,
ins to the percentage of their membership which
rated above the median score in the wig^ly Block.
I
Department
of
A»S
# of
B»s
# of
C*s
# of Percent
D*b A*S * B f8
Percent
D'B
Pattern 16 19 8 10 66,1* 18.9*
Drafting 8 7 7 1 65,3* 4.3*
Cabinet 25 33 26 23 54.2* 21.5*
rlectricaX 20 21 26 18 46.8* 22.4*
Machine 48 49 60 57 45.3* 21.5*
Automobile 22 26 30 31 44.0* 28.5*
printing 10 21 16 25 43,0* 34.7*
Sheet Metal 7 9 5 19 40.0* 47.5S
THF EFFECT OF TRAINING OF TEST SCORES
The correlation between shop hours and Mb for some
156 cases, ranging in experience from 75 hours up to 1200
(average of 450 hours) was found to be ,06 .05. Real-
ising that the boys with the most experience would be
nearer their 16th birthday, #5 was correlated with
specific age above 15 (using an interval of ,05 of a
year) and «r" *~s ,00 1 .05 showing that the slight
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positive tendency was not due to thu improvement, which,
in youth accompanies an increase in age, Elimination
of the mechanical misfits, which occurs to some extent
before the 16 minimum age is attained, probably accounts
for the figure of .06 . This selection, as already
noted, (see pages 58 and 59) la very pronounced in all
ages above 16, But boys between the ages of 14 and 16
may leave school if they secure employment and have
completer the siy.th grade. Some are returned to the
junior High Schools and a few are given work of a
prevocational nature at the Continuation school, A
study described later (see page 8l) showed that of
those leaving school before the age of 16, over 5Q%
were C'b or D'b, If these proportions held for the
previous two years, selection would account for the
slightly better showing, on #5, of those boys who had
received longer training.
From this li- 1 of trained boys, 100 were selected
whose training in the shops ranged from 5 to 20 months
(averaging 10 months), and norms established for ability
to do #5, Thu same group was distributed according to
age above 15, using an interval of ,05 of a year. From
the remaining 134 new boys an "Untruine " group of 100
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was selectea, with un age distribution vshich was iden-
tical with that of the "Trained- group. The two sets
of norms are <^iven here along with the norms for all
(234) 15 year olds.
100 "Untrained"
15-Year-01ds All lu-Year-olus
A to 3.86 A
B 3.87 to 5.3? B
C 5.38 to 8.31 C
D 8.32 and up I)
to 4.00
4.01 to 5.58
5.S9 to 8.24
8.25 and up
100 "Trained"
15_Year-olds
A to 4.08
B 4.09 to 5.80
C 5.61 to 8.64
D 8.65 and up
Age Factor .73 Age Factor ,71 Age Factor .69
This would seem to indicate that shop experience
or "training" tended to exert a depreciating effect on
the ability to do
:f5. Assuming that training would im-
prove scores, then we must conclude that this particular
group of trained boys, must have started in at a very
low level indeed. The more rational explanation is
that TRAINING IXF.S NOT DUBOIS THI WIGCLY BLOCK ^CORES
and that the superiority of the new boys is in their
superior aptitude, as discusso a on page 56. There is
no doubt that from some of the remaining 78 new boys
who were not included in the correlation, there could
be selected another 56 who would bring the coefficient
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(r) from ,06 down to
.00. Among the 100 trained boys, the
slitiht improvement which vent with an increase in shop
hours was due to selection which was also greater.
The prognostic charts mentioned on page 37 (p)
used in the study of these 15 year olds and in the
special study of 16 year old norms, (see pages 58 and 59).
As practically all 14 year olds were new hoys and be-
cause of the scarcity of new boys who are oldjr than 16,
no prognostic norms were established.
CHAPTER 7
TRIAL Wtm CRITERIA OF f 5
A. THE GRADUATES CRITRRIOfl, The 1929 class of the
Springfield Trade School has actually received diplomas;
and while they are not actually graduated, wc knew,
early in March, those of the class of 1930 who are
practically sure of participating in the 1930 exercises.
On pfrge 74 is giTen the distribution of test scores for
the 148 graduates of the school in the classes of 1929
and 1930. In the whole group;
27.7^ had an A rating 24.33 had a C rating
29.1^ had a B rating 18.9<£ had a D rating
56.8^ had A or B 43.2^ had C or D
O'Connor (18) shows two similar distributions:
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one of 686 men at random; the other of 114 experienced
mechanics in the General r Jectric Company, you will
notice that the break in the outline does not come at
4*00 which, according to 0»Connor la the median score,
hut at 4.50 minute 8 where the number of case a drop
abruptly. The interesting feature ie that In O'Connor's
two charts, the same breeic occurs. On page 62 is men-
tioned an old median which is believei to be more re-
presents tiTe of an unselected group. If this old
median were used, we should have 14 more cases who
would be in the upper half and then the proportions would
be very much better:
66,3$ testing A or B,
33.8;' testing C or D,
Such a large number of graduates scoring C would
seem to indicate low standards for graduation or the
voasibility already discussed th~t our norms, (higher
at u.11 ages than •Connor's) are baaed on a selected
group in which mechanics predominate. It was found that
of the 36 ooye who 8Cored C, only. 6 were below average
for their shop, but of the 28 D boys, 11
were below
average In shop marks. This would seem
to indicate
that, a C score, corrected by Trcde
School norms, does
On the right haif Of the opposite page we have a
graphical representation of the distribution of
Springfield Trade School Graduates (classes of 1929
ana 1930) according to scores in the ?.iggly Block*
The ordinate indicates fibs time of #5 in minutes, with
Intervals of .25 minute. The abscissa gives the
number of persons attaining scores in the different
intervals. For example we note 17 graduates who
scored between 2..G0 and 2.25 minutes. The actual
percentages of the graduates who rated in the four
different quartiles are given on page 72. On the
left, we have an identical arrangement, except that
withdrawals are distributed instead of graduates.
The solid white shows the number who left for reasons
unknown. The crose-hatched section, the number dropped
for lock of mechanical aptitude, as judged by their
shop instructors, For example we note that in the
interval between 3.00 and 3.25 minutes, there are 11
withdrawals (reason unknown) and 4 who were dropped.
The exact quartile percentages - of the latter are given
on page 77 ana the former are listed on page 79.
u>>< *i*Vr 1
1Y4\
7/?
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not mean much less possibility of success in shop work,
or of final graduation. Another factor which would
help the case for #5 is that wu huve included in the
list of graduates, all the departments and in the
Electrical and Printing departments, we have two
trades that O'Connor is quite sure cannot he used
successfully in connection with the Vi^ly Bl-ck.
TABU 4
Departments rated according to the per-
centages of their graduates who scored
above the meCian in the ^iggty Block.
Department
#
A«
Of # of
B B»6
% of
A»S & B»s
# of
P's
# of
D«a
% of
D»s
1« Pattern 5 4 100,0
2, Cabinet 6 6 85,7 2 14.3
3. drafting 3 4 77,8 1 1 11.1
4, Sheet Metal
4
1 62,6 1 2 25,0
5 # Autmobile 10 7 54,8 9 5 16.0
6 # Electrical 6 6 50.0 9 3 12,5
7. Machine 6 13 44.2 15 9 21.0
8. printing 2 3 41.7 1 6 50,0
Totals 41 43 36 28
The Sheet Metal and Machine departments have a
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fairly high percentage of their graduates who test D,
rtiile in printing the D boy Beerne to have as -ood *
chance of graduating as the three higher groups com-
bined,
B. THE "BROPH-D" CRITF.RIOlf. During the year of
1929 the instructors recaurendod thu dipping of 62 hoys
*° ***** considered as lacking in mechanical aptitude.
That some were droppee for other *asons there is no
serious question. Many dropped from some departments
were transferrer, through a recently organised voca-
tional guidance program, to new surroundings. The
distribution of thoae dropped is included with th* "left
school* distribution on page 74; the solid white shows
the latter while the cross-hatched squares fhow the
dropped.
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TABIE 5
Departments rated according to the percent-
ages of their membership dropped ana who
scored below meuian in the Wiggly Block
Department
1 of
A»8
i of
P ' a
# of
w **
# of
.1' s
% of C #
*
. f\V4 VUj ; .JU1 J.C 3 100.0
2. Sheet Metal 1 oV *o 7o #
3. Cabinet 1 3 5 5 71.4
4. Machine 5 4 6 66.7
5. Printing 2 2 4 2 60.0
6, Pattern 3 2 1 50.0
7. Electrical 1 4 2 3 50.0
Drafting Bone droT ped
Total 4 18 20 20
PERCENTAGES 6.4* 29.0£ 32.3$? 32.3#
% A*s and B»s 35.A% $ C*8 and D*8 64.5#
It is clear that while few A*8 are recommended for
dismissal, the other three groups run about even, al-
though we have twice as many of the lower section dropped
as we have of the upper. This would seem to indicate
that the test has some value in predicting success or
failure in shop work. The extent to which dropping is
based on oth~r grounds than mechanical aptitude would
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increase this value proportionately. The shop teachers
are in the position of instructor-foreman, and being
experienced, ought to he able to recognise the mechani-
cal misfit, but the subjective elements already mentioned
in connection with school marks (see page 41 ) might
easily account for even poorer results than we actually
obtained,
C. THE "WITHDRAWAL" CRITERION. During 1929, there
were 168 voluntary withdrawals from the Springfield
Trade School, a study of the distribution in respect
to scores on #5, shows that a majority of those leaving
are below the median score of 4 minutes. In fairness
to each department, the rating in respect to with-
drawals must be considered in light of the distribution
of "high" (A or B) and "low" (C or D) scores in #5, That
department should be rated highest which shows the great-
est difference between the percentage of withdrawals
among the low scores, over the percentage of withdrawals
among the high scores. Consider the print shop: It had
9 withdrawals who rated B and 13 who ratea C or D, which
would indicate that #5 is of prognostic value in this
trade because better than 60% rated low. Yet recog-
nizing that in the whole department we only have 31
t
rating high and 41 low, the percentage of withdrawal*
from e^ch group was idiotically the same, in the
Pattern shop, an e^ual number from each group left
school, which, in view of the fact that the whole de-
partment was made up of 36 who testeu A or B and only
18 who rated C or D, would lead us to believe that #5
did have prognostic value.
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TABIE 6
Departments rated according to how their
percentage of C or D withdrawals exceeded
the percentage of A and B.
A or B
Be pea-taints
rro, no.
Total who who
L-Q. ifcft left
_C or D
Ho. Bo,
Total who who
KQ, Left Left
The Amount
by which % C
& D*b exceed
% A and B«s
1, Pattern 35 5
2, Cabinet 58 11
3, Automobile 48 8
4, Sheet Metal 16 1
5, Machine 97 22
6, Print 31 9
7, Drafting 15
8, Electrical 41 8
In the whole school
OF AIL WITHDRAWALS
14.35
19.05
18
49
61
24
16.75
6.05
22.75 117
29.0 v 41
19.5J?
8
43
6 33.35
16 32.75
17 27.95
4 16.1%
30 25.65
13 31.73
7 16.3^
19.0
13,7
11.2
10.7
2.9
2.7
0.0
3.2
17.75 were A 25,95 were C
22.85 " B 33
.6g " C
4Q.£>5 rated A orB 59.55 rated C or D
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It was thought advisable to determine how with-
drawals took place according to age and £5. On page
equally among the four quaxtile ratings. The ordi-
nates or vertical scale indicates the number of
persons scoring in each quart ile for each age. The
solid white shov. the percentage of each group with-
drawing during the year of 1929, Among the 15 year
olds we notice that 40J? of each class ification left,
probably on attaining the minimum school age of 16.
This would seem to indicate that mechanical aptitude
as measured by the test is no factor in the elimina-
tion problem. The same trend is present among the
14 year olds, where a lower average of about 29% among
the B, C t ajid pt a i8 accounted for, because a greater
proportion were tested shortly after their 14th birth-
day, and had not reach 16 by the end of 1929. The 16
year olds who scored D show an elimination of AZ>% ago-inst
15£ for other classifications. These boys are free to
leave at any tixce and lack of mechanical aptitude as
measured by ft might be the important factor. From the
total figures we notice that three of every five who
total number is divided
On the opposite page is a gr~.jh showing the dis-
tribution of withdrawals according to age and score
in the Wig_>ly Block. As norms were based on the
school membership, ^uartile scores provide an equal
number of A fs, B's, 0*8, and p«s in each age group.
The ordinate a represent the number of persons; the
height of the rectangle gives a measure of the total
number scoring in each quartile for each age group.
The top of the white blocked section indicates the
number from that quartile who withdrew during 1929.
For example, of the 14 year olds who scored C in #5,
(48 in all) 13, or 27.1$ withdrew during 1929. Further
discussion of tnis graph is given on pages 80 and 82.
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withdraw are below the meuian in #5 and although form-
ing but ^ of the total pupils in the school, 1/3 o£ all
withdrawals score in the lowest tAuartile p D, as has
been suspected, the results of this study seem to in-
dicate that the school is being used as a place to ••mark
tisa" until the age limit of 26 is reached,, Apparently
the efforts of the school to hold the boy long enough
to get the full benefits of trade training with actual
placement in industry, fails to offset the lure of
escape from school and the pay envelope, even among
boys who, according to the test, are mechanically minded.
This raises the problem of what can be done for that
large group, falling short of trade school standards be-
cause they will not complete their shop time, who in-
evitably leave on reaching their 16th birthday. Could
they not be trained to one unit of their trade to such
a degree that they might enter it as an economic asset?
Can this be accomplished alongside of the trade ob-
jectives, or do we neei a prevocational type of school
which will act as a selective agency for the all-round
training that the trade school offers and at the same
time train skilled operators on one type of work?
D„ THE "SHOP MARKS'* CRITERION, The relationship
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between standing in #5 and standing according to
teachers* marks is best expressed by what is known as
the coefficient of correlation* "This coefficient
(designated as "r") may range between -1 and 1. Per-
fect agreement is represented by 1. If there is no
ascertainable relationship between scores in two
tests, except what would be present by mere chance,
the coefficient of correlation is zero. If the re-
lationship is reversed, so that high standing in one
test corresponds with low standing in the other, the
coefficient becomes negative wad if this relationship
is the extreme opposite of complete correspond-nee the
coefficient becomes -1" (19). The correlation coeffi-
cient method used in this study is that developed by
Kelley (20) and is known as the "long method of cal-
culating r". It was selected because unlike all others,
"all basic quantities needed in the calculation of
means, standard deviations and correlation coefficients
are computed in TSO independent ways, so that there is
a check upon each of them" (20). one of the Kelly charts
used in the correlation of Cabinet Shop marks and #5 is
inserted at the back of this book.
In the calculation of this Pearson product-moment
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correlation coefficient (designated as we have
data involved which make possible objective studies of
scores and marks in the different departments. For
example, average marks and #5 scores for each depart-
ment are calculated, as well as the standard Deviation
(S. D.) which is an indication of the amount of spread
in scores or marks. Along with the calculation of "r",
we irust figure the probable error (p. jr..) If, in the
comparison of two traits we find thut "r" equals .60
and the P, E. equals ,05, then we write »r" B t .05.
Interpreted, this would mean that "the chances are
even th^t in the computation of the coefficient with
another group of individuals, the coefficient would fall
within the range of .65 and .55. The chances are 4.5 to
1 that subsequent coefficients would fall within 2 P.P.,
i.e., between .70 and .50; the chances are 21 to 1 that
these coefficients would fall within the range of 3 P.P.,
and 121 to 1 that they would fall within 4 P. P. A
practical criterion of a coefficient of core la ti on is as
follows j The coefficient of correlation should be at lea*
three times and better four tiwes, the size of its pro-
bable error to be accepted as reliable" (21).
The correlations between shop marks and #5 were per-
sistently low in view of what mi^ht have been expected.
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The highest was attained by the Pattern shop were "r"
.34 - .08; the lowest, the Electrical shop with "r" -
.08 - .07. In the Machine shop and the Drafting Depart-
ment where 0*Connor found #5 prognosticates success,
we find "r* s .13 in both cases, although in the Machine
shop this figure is 3 times the probable error, ishile in
Drafting, the p. F, . exceeds the coefficient itself.
With so little relationship shown, the rating of depart-
munts according to the amount of correlation with #5 may
be significant, and as an indication of the extent to
which mechanical aptitude, as encouraged into achievement,
reflects itself in shop merles,
TABIF. 7
Departments rated according to their positive
correlation between Shop Teachers 1 marks and
tfechanlcal Aptitude Test #5,
Department
Ho. of
Cases
Coefficient of
Correlation
r
KM •
1. Pattern 53 .08 4,3
2. Cabinet 107 .30 - .06 5.0
3. Automobile 109 .28 1 .06 4.67
4. Sheet Metal 40 .24 1 .10 2.4
5. Machine 214 .13 1 .045 2.9
6, Drafting 23 ,12 1 .14 .86
7. Printing 72 ,11 I .08 1.4
8, Electrical 84 .08 I .07 1.1
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On page 69 we rated departments according to median
8core s. on the following page the duta have been collect-
ed from the correlation sheets, and arranged in order
for comparison. Thu first chart gtfM AVFRACF scores
for the different departments together with the S. D.
which indicates the spread of #5 scores. The lower
charts give average marks under the two headings for
each department, together with the spread of the differ,
ent marks.
TABTJE 8 .
Springfield Trade School Departments ranked
according to average score of mechcanical
aptitude test #5.
Het score
in minutes
Standard
Deviation
1. Drafting 3.42 1.39
2. Pattern 4.22 2.55
3. Electrical 4.43 1.93
4. Automobile 4.52 1.93
School Average ftflE
5. Cabinet 4.70 2.76
6 . Machine 4.81 2.54
7. Printing 5.28 2.65
8. Sheet Metal 5.67 2.75
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TABTE •
Springfield Trade school Departments ranked
according to average marks.
1. Auto&obi3e Chop 91.1%
2. Printed Related 90.11?
3. Draft Shoi 90.8^
... Draft Related 90 .0#
»• Sheet Metal Shop 88.8£
6. Pattern Shop 86.9£
7. 1 iuetrie Shop 85.02
8. Machine shop 84.9^
9. Print Shop 83.5£
10, Cabinet Shop 83.2*
31. Electric Re later 82.7<?
12. Academic 81.0£
33. attorn Related 80.8^
34. Machine Related 80.8£
35. Cabinet Related 78.7#
16. Automobile Relateu 78.2£
17. Sheet Metal Related 71.31?
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TABIX 10
Springfield Trade School Departments runiced
according to distribution of marks as shown
by the standard deviation.
1. Academic
2. Cabinet Related 13.0#
" •
Electrical Related 12.7*
4. Sheet Metal Related 12.6#
§• Cabinet Shop 12. 1£
Pattern Related 11.8#
7. print Shop 11.3#
&• Pattern Shop 10.0%
9. Automobile Relate c- 9.5£
ic. Machine Shop 8.6£
11. Machine Related 8.5*
12. Sheet Metal Shop 6.8*
13. Print Related 6.2*
14. Automobile Shop 6.1*
15. Electric Shop 5.9;*
as. Draft Shop 5.9*
17. Draft Related 5.5*
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It ia noticeable that the average shop marks are
decidedly higher than related marks, the only exception
being in the printing and Drafting Departments, In the
matter of spread, as shown b^ the Standard Deviation,
the related marks again lead, although the pattern,
Cabinet, and Print shops are significant exceptions.
The tables of averages and of Standard Deviations are
the only objective features we have in connection with
teachers* marks. Taking each deiajrtment in turn, do
these studies offer any explanation of why a mechanical
aptitude test fails to correlate very highly with shop
marks?
PATTERN: This department with high grade boys
(according to #5) is above the average in shop
marks, with a good spread in both. Is it possi-
ble that a correlation of .34 is the full ex-
tent to which shop success is based on mechani-
cal aptitude? In a study of the correlation
chart, we find only a few cases fall below
average in 0*Connor*s Test, who are aoove
average in shop marks. The figure, "r", iB
upset by the large number of cases in the
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lo«er right hand quadrant (boys who do veil
in the test but are below average in shop
marks)
,
CAB INF, Tx This department with twice as many
cases, using the same kind of material, (wood),
checks closely with the Pattern shop, just
below school average in both Kumber 5 and
marks, with a consistently high spread in
each, we cannot find that these factors are
the cause of the low correlation of ,30,
Again the lower ri,jht hand quadrant is to
blame and again the low score in §t seldom
overcomes one»s initial handicap of low
capacity to rate above average in shop marks,
(See insert mentioned on page 33}
DRAFTING: The boyo in this department are
very carefully selected, as indicated by an
average score in #5 which is 1,26 minutes
faster than school average; the Drafting
shop and related mark also are dose to the
top as compared with other departments. The
extremely low spread of scores in #5 is re-
flected by a similar low spread of f>ho_ and
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related marks. I do not beHere that the low
correlation of .1: detracts from the value at
#5. The test 9 which for the itoole group took
only ten hours to administer, affirmed what
was discovered by a year's selective process:
namely* th. t these hoys are above average in
mechanical ability. Spreading out narks for
a carefully selected group, the teacher was
able to make distinctions which no single test
could possibly do.
AUTOMGBITT.: A department which was a little
better than average in #5, yet receives the
highest marks in school, with an extremely
low spread, practically every boy In the
department has to serve six months in the
machine alio-.. If the ratings of the machine
shop teachers had been left out, practically
every one of the 109 boys would have re-
ceived the same average mark. Under such
circumstances the correlation of .28 is re-
markable. I am convinced that if this group
had been marked in relation to the normal dis-
tribution of individual differences always
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present in 100 boys, #5 would assume more im-
portance as a selective agency for auto-
mechanics.
8BFFT MKTALj The average score, in #5, one
full minute slower than the school average,
would seem to indicate that boys in this
new department are of low mechanical ability,
which may be explained by its use as a means
of oaring for overflow of applicants to other
departments. That the teacher in charge is
making the best of an unfortunate condition,
there is no doubt. Boys in this Department
are making the most of their aptitude and
probably are ranked on this flexible scale,
for the average marks are high, with little
distribution. Hotice how the related marks
in the same department check with ,?5 with
the lowest average in school and one of the
beet spreads. Like the automobile depart-
ment, what would a reasonable distribution
of marks, based on relative achievement (not
necessarily aptituda) do to improve the corre-
lation coefficient of
.24?
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KACHdF. i Below the school average in #5, and
with a normal spread, marka are oowxapondingly
low, hut with a narrow distribution, a
great many boya in thia department do poorly
in the test, yet receive marks which are
above the average, A gre.t many more do
test rapidly and y.t fall below average
to .hop marks. This department haa a good
opportunity to train operatora, who. lacking
xaechanieal aptitude, my be kept on the
aame unit of work nhere enough proficiency
is acquired to enable them to do routine
work of a
-production- nature. Thia shop,
aa already mentioned, is a proving ground
for other departments, ana while doing enough
to
-get by«, the boy may not do his best in
a place which was not his original choice.
BIKCTRICAL: High in #5, narrow in spread,
we find this shop with almost ec,ual groups
in each quadrant of the correlation chart.
With the poorest correlation figure in the
school, we must aetume that #5 is not a
prognostic test for electricians.
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WttflStJ Th.s.8 department tested low in #5,
showed a wide spread of both scores and marks,
which were close to the school average. The
low figure of .11 would seem to indicate that
the trait measured by the test io scarcely
more than a chance factor in the making of
good printers.
THR "HELATf.D MARKS" CR ITER ion* Because the related
worJc is so closely tied in with the shop and, bee use in
most departments, it is built on a baels of mechanical
drawing, we would expect 05, (which is used to predict
success in drafting), would show some correlation with
related marks, of course t. ia work also includes
Mathematics and trade science, and the printing related
work emphasizes English, subjects in which we would not
expect mechanical aptitude to play a very important
part, yet the results, listed on the following page,
compare well with the shop results and in most cases
show practically the same order.
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TAB IF. H
Departments rated according to their posi-tive correlation between Related Teachers*
marks and Mechanical Aptitude Test #5,
Department FO- of f!r± St : R
Correlation
Coefficient
r
p ^
..
1. Cabinet 107
.41 I .05 8.2
2, Machine 211
.32 t .04 6.0
3. Pattern 53
.29 £ .09 3.2
4. Automobile 109
.24 i .06 4.0
5. Sheet Metal 40
.23 * .10 2.3
6. printing 72
.12 - .08 1.5
7. Electrical 84
.09 t. .08 1.1
8. Drafting 21
.05 * .15 .33
It would seem from results that in the Cabinet,
Machine, pattern. Automobile, and Sheet Metal Depart-
ments that the Wiggly Block would ire diet success in
so far as we would reasonably expect mechanical apti-
tude to play a part in that success.
CQMBIHED RAT IXG FROM FIVE CRITERIA
The consistency with which each department measures
up to #5, using five different criteria, is remarkable.
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Whatever trait or combination of traits is measured
by the Wigt>2y Block, it appears to be a constant factor
in affecting selection, e limineti on, shop merles, and
related marks. In the tablu arranged below, we notice
that there seem to be four distinct groups. Realizing
that marks play an important part in graduation and
in elimination, we will consider the four groups in
relation to the studj/ of the objective features of
marks already discusted in detail on pages 89 to 94.
TABIE 12
Combined rating of Springfield Trade school
Departments with respect to fire criteria.
Position with Criteria Average
Department A c D 1 "Posit ion
1. Pattern 1 1 1 1 3 1.4
2. Cabinet 2 2 2 2 1 1.8
2. Automobile 5 5 3 3 4 4.0
4, Sheet Metal 4 4 4 4 5 4.2
5. Machine 7 7 5 5 2 5.2
6. Drafting 3 3 7 6 8 5.4
7. Electrical 6 6 8 7 7 6.8
8. printing 8 8 6 8 6 7.2
Group #1. Made up of the two wood-working depart-
ments, marks in the pattern and Cabinet shops show normal
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distribution and #5 is a factor in success.
©roup #2. The Automobile and Sheet Metal shops,
where #5, in spite of fault* marking system, does ehlr
prognostic tendencies.
Sr°Up
**» drafting and Machine trades which
should check with #8 (according to O'Conuor), but per-
sistently fail in all criteria, the drafting depart,
ment may be excused on the ground of its high grade
personnel, but the machine shop failure cannot be
objectively explained.
G*oup #4. The Electrical and printing depart-
ments persistently fail with all criteria and indi-
cate that #5 is but a chance factor for success in
these two shops.
VARIATION IK TFiACHFRS • "ARKS WITH
IENGTH OF SHOP MXMRTJMBk
While all marks used in the correlation study were
based on at least five months acquaintance with the
individuals ooncerned, the poseibility may be that this
is not sufficient and a correlation between #5 and the
marks for boys who had been in shop at least a year might
show improved reliability. A random selection of depart-
ments was made and all cases who had entered since Jan-
uary 1929 were thrown out, leaving only those with whom
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the shop teuchers were well acquainted.
_ , , „ , J „ Teachers' Marks andTeachers* Marks and fS for #5 for hoys who hadDeiartment all Boys in the Department been in shop at least
- a year.
Ho. of Cases r Wo. of Cases r
Pattern 53 .34 - .08 34 .33 1
.10
Cabinet 107 . 30 - .06 64 .28 & .08
Machine 214 .13 £ .045 155 .12 -
.10
Printing 72 .11 I .08 52 .12 -
.10
This would seem to indicate that one-half year*s work
with a hoy is sufficient for proper judgment according to
the teachers* standards. In so far as they mark on the
trait measured by #5, the influence of this factor is
fairly constant throughout the three year course. Clearly
the coefficient was not seriously affected by including
the new boys in the correlation.
A STUDY 0T CAB I TT. T SHOP MARKS? " ITH
DIFF K KT '.IKTH0DS OF SC0RIUG #5
While only the standardized method of scoring #ft
was involved in this study, values could be determined (1)
of the individual txiais, (2) of an average with no im-
provement factors, or, (3) of an average using improve-
ment factors of 1.5 and 2.0. The Cabinet shop was
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selected because of its comparatively high correlation
with the standardized scoring of #5 and because it in-
volved some 100 cases.
CORRT LATIOTT OF CAB J.W T SHOP MARKS
OF 100 BOYS 7TITH DIFFERENT 1F.TH0DS OF SCORING #5
1. Standardized Scaring of #5 r .30 £ .06
2. Scoring the FIRST TRIAL only, using
school age factors to reduce to
adult standards for comparison
... r s ,2G - ,06
3. Scoring the SECOND TRIAL only
using school age factors to
reduce scores to adult stand-
ards for court urison
.............. r - #Q6 t .07
4. Scoring THIRD TRIAL with use of
age factors as explained above ... r « .25 s .07
5. Scoring #5 as the AVT.RAGF. OF THREE
TRIALS, using no improvement factors,
but with age factors derived from
the norms on page 64 r - .30 - .06
6. Scoring #5 with TH~ riPROVEMTKr
FACTORS OF 1.5 and 2.0 (see pages 60 to
67 ) instead of the standardized
factors of 1.4 and 1.7 age factors
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are given on the following jage
.
....
r « .26 - .06
The first and third trials, scored alone, seem to
he more reliable than the second which shows only a
chance relationship to marks, Practically all the
mechanical analysis is done on the first trial, the
time of the second is largely ft matter of chance in
picking up the correct blocks. Why the third trial
should bu more reliable than the second, I do not
understand. The average of the three trials gave thu
same results as did the standardized scoring, showing
that, taking the group as a whole no handicap is Im-
posed by the use of the improvement factors. There
were individual changes in ranking, but no definite
trend in one direction. O'Connor's use of improvement
factors to make the second and third trials comparable
to the first (see page 33 ) would then have its appli-
cation in individual prognosis.
The loss of reliability in the use of the Trade
School improvement factors is difficult to explain.
The assumption is that thu improvement factors far
youth are hijier than for adults, since the large
number of cases used by O'Connor in getting his im-
provement factors of 1.4 and 1.7 must leave them
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unquestioned, the difference of 4 points is not great,
but is unusual in view of the fact thc*t the simple
average of the three trials gave identical results
with those of the standardized factors. Hie answer to
this problem must wait for further information from
other fields. Age factors for the new improvement
factors of 1.5 and 2.0 were derived from the norms on
page 67 and these were used to reauce scores so that
they are comparable to adult norms which are based on
the factors of 1,4 and 1.7. (see pages
AG FACTORS BASED • OK IMEROVF.TFNT
FACTORS 0T 1.5 \ AT7D 2.0 (instead of 1.4 and 1.7)
14 Year Olds
.61
IB » «
.70
16 * "
.77
17
.83
18 *
.89
19 » "
.94
THF. RESULTS OF A SPECIAL CRITERION FOR KACHIHISTS
Great care w^e taken thut the |g scores received
by prospective graduates of the machine shop were kept
from the knowledge of their shop teachers, as well as
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from the head of the department. Discussion among the
hoys themselves may have given their teachers a vague
idea of the relative difficulty encountered, but the
complicated use of improvement factors in correcting
ran scores would make it hard even to approximate the
#5 ranking, if any one of the teachers had felt in-
clined to favor the test results in ranking the grad-
uates for placement. In the 1929 graduates there were
15 boys rated by all the teachers and combined into
one rating by the head of the department. In some
cases this meant personal interviews, and discussion
over some individuals, where a difference of opinion
made placement uncertain. The size of the 1930 grad-
uating class made such a procedure almost impossible.
Of the 40 names listed as being possible graduates in
June, the head of the department discarded 15 because
of the serious doubt of their ability to complete their
time. Where the 1929 group of fifteen had been fated
by all four teachers, only three of the 1930 group of
25 had spent enough time with all four teachers so
that they felt competent to rate them. Fourteen were
rated by three teachers, four by two and four by one
teacher alone. It proved almost impossible to combine
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the four lists into a scale which would place indivi-
duals in order, so quartile groups were former and
rated. A, B, C, and P. This ranking was compared to
a quartile ranking according to scores in £5 and the
coefficient of correlation was
.49.
The 1929 graduating class of machinists were
rated as follows:
1. Teachers* Estimates. The combined rating of four
shop instructors for placement according to
mechanical ability.
2. Present Capacity. Rating of 15 boys according to
#5, disregarding age factors.
3. Capacity #5. Rating of boys according to standard-
ized method of scoring ffb and corrected by using
Trade School Age Factors.
4. Teachers' Harks. Rating of boys according to their
shop marks oyer a two and a half year period.
Rank equals Accepted Hours divided by Total shop
Hours.
5. Teachers' Marks, First Year. Ratin- of boys according
to shop marks receivea the first year.
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6. Teachers* Barks, Iast Year. Rating of toys accord.
ins to shop marks received during the last year.
7. First Trial. Rating of boys according to their first
trial score of #5, using age factors.
8. second Trial. Rating of boye according to second
trial scores in #5 corrected by age factors.
9. Third Trial. Rating of boys according to score of
third trial in #5, corrected by age factors.
20. #5 (2..5 and 2.0 Improvement Factors)
.
Rating of
boys according to scores in #5, obtained by using
Trade School Improvement Factors of 1.5 and 2.0
instead of 'Connor «a factors of 1.4 and 1.7.
A. TRIAL OF DIFFERENT 'tETHODS OF SCORING
WITH TEACiUTRS* HARKS CRITERION
(7) First Trial and Teachers' Estimates (1) r .75 t .08
(8) Second Trial and « (1) r ,44 - .14
(9) Third Trial and » (1) r .47 Z. .14
( ) Capacity #5 and » « (1) r #81 t #06
(20) #5 Scored with 1.5
and 2.0 Im. F. and Estimates (1) r .75 - .07
THESE RESULTS ARE IN FAVOR OF THE STANDARDIZED
SCORING OF #5 although using the first trial alone of the
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Trade School Improvement Factors affect the coefficient
hut very slightly, as reported in the special study of
the Cabinet Department (see page 100 ) we find that the
second trial is less reliable than the first alone, but
while the third trial is slightly better than the second,
it too is low compared to the first or to the average of
the three. This would seem to indicate that the rela-
tive mechanical analysis involved in the assembly is
measured in the first trial and, once having completed
the assembly, the time taken to repeat is partly a
matter of chance in picking up the right blocks. At
any rate, the combination of the three trials correlated
better with teachers* estimates and the speed of the
last two trials may add a learning factor which may
have be u considered in forming the esti-nates of the
boys* mechanical ability,
B, PRESENT Am uXTFJATF CAPACITY (as
indicated by #5) COMPARED TO TAC'rFRS*
MARKS OR ESTIMATES
.
(1) Teachers* Estimates and present Capacity (2) r «.71 - .09
(1) Teachers* Estimates and Capacity #5 (3) r =#ei - .06
(4) Teachers* Marks and Present Capacity (2) r = ,40 - .15
(4) Teachers* Marks and Capacity #5 (3) r .,50 - ,13
This would seem to indicate that the teachers, in
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comparing the boys, took into consideration their rela-
tive ages and based marks and estimates on ultimate
possibilities.
C. TEACHERS* IIP, AFD SSTOATES WITH #5
(1) Teachers'Estimates and Capacity #5 (3) r • .81 £ .06
(4) Teachers' Marks and Capacity #5 (3) * « .50 - .13
(4) Teachers* Marks and Teachers 1 Estimates
(1) r « .60 - ,30
This may explain why teachers' marks fail so
persistently to correlate very highly with #5. Surely
these fifteen graduates, though place < along the whole
range of aptitude, had the proper attitude toward their
school training. Out of about 75 entering, they were
the only ones who had perseverance and initiative to
complete their course. The remainder, many with high
mechanical capacity failed to tr<-nslate it into achieve-
ment and dropped out with the misfits. This little
group, with the right attitude toward their work, turns
a
aptitude into achievement, which to some extent was re-
flected in their shop marks, with their reputation at
stake, teachers rate this group for placement, not so
much on murks attained, but on APTITUIF, which, urged
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<m by the pay envelope incentive, will mean succeaa in
the industrial world. THE *IGCLY BLOCK WAS ABIT TO RATE
BOYS "FOR PLACEMENT. (AFTER AH 8
-HOUR TESTING PERIOD) IN
PRACTICALLY THE SAM ORD R THAT THEY WERE PLACED BY
THEIR SHOP TEACHERS WHO HAD KNOWN TH M FOR TWO AND ONE-
HALF YEARS.
D. VARIATION OP TEACHERS* MARKS FOR
DIFFER:,NT PARTS OF THF. COURSE
(5) First Year Marks and Teachers* Estimates (1) r , .59 ~ .u
(6) Last Year Marks and Teachers' Estimates (1) r a ,39 : .15
(5) First Year Marks and Last Year Marks (6) r . .39 t .15
(5) First Year Marks and Capacity #5 (3) r m .54 i .13
(6) Last Year Marks and Capacity #5 (3) r « .36 Z ,15
(4) Teachers* Marks and Capacity #5 (3) r « .50 I .13
This would seem to indicate that FIRST YEAR MARKS ARE
MORE LIKELY TO BE BASF" ON CAPACITY IN THOSE BOYS WHO TAKE
THEIR SHOP WORK SF.RIOUSLY. The marks achieved by boya
during their last year are not based so much on aptitude.
Probably there is a tendency to give better ranks after
a boy has indicated his intention to finish his course
or perhaps the teacher, better acquainted with his capacity,
marks him up because he is making the most of his limita-
tions. Though aptitude, as measured by #5 is not absolutely
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essential for graduation (see page 75 j IT Is A wm ^
PORTANT FACTOR IS JUDGING A BOY FOR PLACEMENT » THK
FITLD FOR WHICH A TRADE SCHOOL IS SUFP08RD TO TRAIN.
CORRELATION iMfe #5 AFD ACADRMIC "JttKS
The correlation between Academic marks and #5 was
carried out for 684 cases and
-r- was found to be .037 •
•026 » * indication that success in the wig^ly Block is
only a chance factor in the ability to do the strictly
academic work of the Springfield Trade School. Practi-
cally all observers report that there is a correlation
of about
.60 between intelligence tests and success in
high school work. Jordan (21) presents tables which
show the marked relationship between intelligence (as
measured by toe Otis, Alpha, Miller, and Terman Intelli-
gence Tests) and success in the high schools, as the
work in the trade school academic detriment is along
the lines of the traditional high school, we may assume
that THE TRAITS BAStiKft BY WE fO-^ttSD INTELLIGENCE
TF"TS ARE HOT FACTORS WHICH AFFTCT SCORES IN #5,
CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
AGP FACTORS. A study of #5 with what would be a re-
presentative cross-section of adult manhood in general,
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might show norms to be identical with O^Connor^s published
limits of 2.74, 3.98, and 6.13 minutes, (see page 32).
If the age-norm curves of pages 48 and 67 were extended,
the old figures of 3.00, 4.50, and 7.50 minutes (see page
would blend better into the results of this study
indicating the possibility that the present adult norms
are too high. As age factors were duriveu by reference to
the same adult norms, toe us., of one or the other does
not affect the classification of youth in this school.
Age factors are so important in prognostic cone iderations
that the author has presumes to combine his work with
0*Connor* s so that #5 may be used in the guidance of
young boys. The Trade School norms for 18 and 19 year
olds are based on relatively few cases. The highly
selected character of the group accounts for their slight-
ly higher range. The 17 year factor was obtained by com-
bining Trade School scores with 151 cases tested by O'Connor,
His 16 year factor drops away so rapidly from his 17, we
must conclude that it is far too low since it would in-
dicate that the average 14 or 15 year old would find #5
impossible, while the younger boys took longer, no
serious trouble of this nature was encountered in this
study, and the Trade School age factor for 16 years is
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used. Since the work with the 14 and IS year olds is
all that has been reported to date, we hare no hesitancy
in offering them for prognostic uses.
AGF. FACTORS FOR Vm ITTI TH~ V KJGLY
BLOCK OR W QRKSAWPTE #5
(Multiply average of three trials toy age factor in order to
indicated ultimate capacity and compare with norms on Page 32)
20 Years arid over 1.00 (From O'Connor)
19 last toirthday
.87 • «
15 - • « .83 »
17 • " .80 (85 Trade cases and 151 of O'Connor
16 • n .77 (Trade School)
15 " " * .71 " »
14 " " .65 "
We might expect th- t norms representing a trade school
with a selected Biechanical group would be too high for the
general run of boys, yet an unputoilshed study (22) of
work done with #5 on 200 cases in a nearby High School
shows age norms of practically the same level. Recog-
nizing that the student body of any secondary school
is the result of selection factors working in the lower
grades, it may develop that these age factors are too
high for use in considering applicants for placement
-Ill
in industry, and, since trade schools train for such place,
ment, «M age factors may be too high for them as well.
SCQRTUG OF #5
Although a complete study was not carried out, all
the evidence seems to indicate that the score of the
first trial is the most important. O'Connor (23) found
that
-The correlation of the first and second trial is
low (0.36) as is also that between the third and first
(0.38)." The result* of this study indicate that the
second and third trials show less correlation with
criteria, and y.t scores based on the three trials are
found to be more reliable. This is in accordance with
a statement by Hull (24) that "if a test is repeated,
the results of the two repetitions combined will give a
more accurate measure than either alone." while we hare
no evidence that will disprove the improvement factors
of 1.4 and 1.7 used by O'Connor to make the second and
third trials c parable with the first, this study and
the one previously mentioned agree - using over 900
boys between the ages of 14 and 20. These factors are
1.5 and 2.0. In both studies but few cases over 17
yearB of age were considered and there reruns the poasi-
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bility that theae factors gradually diminish until
adulthood is reached, although no such indications
appear in the younger boye, where the number of cases
would seeio to he large enough. The possibility that
poor conditions account for « slow first trial and thus
increase the factors, is discounted by the fact that
in the other study, teating conditions were consider-
ed equal to those of 0»Connor»s.
7,'HAT BOES #5 MFASUHF?
We are reaaonably sure that the factora that make
for aucceaa in #5 are only chance factors for success
in the atrictly academic work of the Trade school, (see
page 10^
.
I*1 eilte of the fact that there is an academic
requirement for t^aduation, this is not important enough
to be reflected in marks; or if it is, it brings an other-
wise negative correlation up to zero. That is, boys of
exceptional mechanical ability, but of poor acholastic
aptitude, would, in order to capitalise their shop abiX-
ities and graduate, make a strenuous effort to meet the
academic requirement and attain marke higher than their
low capacitiea would ordinarily produce, since intelligence
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teste (I. q.) correlate so well with success in the
academic high school (see page 10$, we may assume that
IITT-LLIGFITCF, TFSTS AND THF. WIGGLY BLOCK DO KOT 3ff ASTIR*
THE SAMS TRAITS. The fact that #5 is not a pencil-and-
paper type of test, hut involves manipulation with
mechanical analysis a^lie, to a concrete problem we
should not expect #5 to correlate as well with I. q,
as would some of the group paper-and-pencil tests of
mechanical aptitude*
•Connor does not claim that his Wig^ly Block
measures ALL the traits which make the successful me-
chanic. He tells us (25) "the distinguishing mark of
a good aie chan ic or successful engineer, is ability to
-visualise structure so clearly that analysis is made
easy." His cOaim that this is the most important trait
possesses by good mechanics, may be questioned by some,
but that it is essential, his published data proves
beyond doubt. But if the great majority of his mechanics
test high in #5, is this trait the result of long ex-
perience in the shop or is it native capacity? o fConuor
gives but little direct evidence that he is measuring
aptitude and not training. In a school especially de-
signed to train boys to acquire mechanical efficiency,
-11.4
100 entering 15 ye<*r olds with no shop experience, actu-
ally mado a little better radian score with #5 than
another 100 boys with actually the same median age, al-
though the latter had been at least one year in the
shop. (See page 71) a correlation between shop hours
and #5 scores was found to be ,06 1 .05. These two
pieces of evidence lend strong support to O'Connor's
contention that TRAILING IS NOT A FACTOR WHICH AFFTCTS
SCORES IS THF, WIGGLY BLOCK.
We may be liere that the traits measured were in-
herited, or we may accept OKJonuor's slightly more
conservative alternative - "tiv.t they originated from
early environment and at fourteen or sixteen1 , were
so ingrained in the child's nature that he might well
have been bom that way." Whichever view we take, we
are safe in assuming that MECHANICAL APTITUDE is being
measured, when a test indicates a relatively high
amount of a given trait or group of traits in all me-
chanics and yet which is unaffected by the extent of
training. The fact th^.t scores in #5 improve with phys-
ical development, yet cease with maturity is more evi-
As a result of this study of lb year olds, O'Connor
might leave off the word "sixteen".
denoe In support of the contention that the WIOGLY BLOCK
IS A W.CRAK TCAL APTITUDE TEST.
Leaving out of consideration, the printing and
electrical departments, where scores in #5 failed to
measure up to the different criteria, (see page 97 )
we find that;
1. 61.: of the school* s graduates have
scores in #5 above the median.
2. 31% of those dropped during the year
of 1929 for lack of mechanical apti-
tude (as rated by their shop teachers)
were above the median score of #5,
3. 29% of all withdrawals (voluntary} in
1929 have score 8 above the median.
Considering that teachers' marks are indirect
factors in these criteria, these results compare favor-
ably with those noted by O'Connor. He discovered that
•82$ of his engineers, 75% of his draftsmen and 11%
of his mechanics to be above the median", (26)
How may we account for results which fall short
of reasonable expectations? First, we can not be sure
that the emotional, physiological or interest factors
are the same for each individual. Some may have been
coached by their friends who had already taken the test,
although Wells (27) would minimize this effect. He
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says
-There is no doubt that a person can be trained
to do #5 in almost minimal tine, but I should be very
much surprised if any oral instructions, especially
when unaccompanied by actual practice with the blocks,
would make any essential difference." we can not be
certain that a score in #0 actually Measures the
exact extent of mechanical aptitude in every individual.
Second, assuming that we have the correct measure of
mechanical aptitude, how can we guarantee that it will
be translated into corresponding achievement? Hull (28)
estimates success to result from the following approxi-
mate contributions*
Capacity or ability so£
Industry or willingness 35#
Chance or accident 15£
Without the pay envelope incentive, how shall we
evaluate the effect of the second factor of industry
or willingness? should we expect it to be lower than
353 in a SCHOOL atmosphere? Third, assuming that
aptitude is translated into achievement, do teachers*
marks reflect that achievement or are they influenced
by* behavior, prejudice, limitations of capacity, high
or low standards, or incorrect systems of grading? what-
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ever factors influenced murks in any one department,
they were constant in affecting re latire placement of
departments in respect to the five criteria, (see page
96 ). when #5 was correlated with teachers' marks direct-
ly, »r- was found to be low. a few hoys with low apti-
tude, according to #5, receivec better than average
marks in shop and these probably represented that group
who were good mechanics, but who were emotionally or
otherwise upset by the test conditions and could not
do their best. The low correlation figures were due
in the case of most of the departments, except the
Printing and Electrical, to those cases who rated high
in aptitude, but through lack of industry or willingness
fell below average in marks. IT WAS NOT TW FAULT QF
THE WIOGLY BLOCK ITST THAT IT FAILED TO RATE HIGH WITH
CRITERIA.
HOW SHOULD THF WIGGLT BLOCK BF USED
TO BOYS FOR TRAINING IK A TRADE SCHOOL?
No 8ingle test should be made the sole basis of any
vocational guidance program, though mechanical aptitude
alone is all that should be necessary in a trade school
in addition to the sixth grade requirement, other tests
/-lis
of the same trait, Interests, and past achievement in
similar work should be considered before recomnzmdations
are made, similar tests of mechanical aptitude are not
at hand ana little opportunity is afforded by manual
training courses to judge more than mere tendencies to-
ward mechanical ability. What, then can we do?
THE. WIGGLY BLOCK SHOTJID NOT BE USED FOR SELECTING
PROSPE CTIVE PRITT7.RS OR ELECTRICIANS
.
THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE WIGGLY BT CK SHOULD
FOLLOW OHF, OR T*£0 OTHER TESTE, with conditions approxi-
mate to those of O'Connor's.
In spite of the well-defined objective of trade
schoole to train for the upper levels of the different
trade 8, no boy should be refuse i the opportunity of
entering if there is room for him. WHATEVER A BOY ,S
PREVIOUS RECORD, A HIGH SCORE IN THE WIGGLY BLOCK
CHOULD GAIN FOR HIM ADMISSION TO TH" MACH THE , AUTOMO-
BILE, CABIN" T, PATTERN, HT^T METAL, OR DRAFTING DE-
PARTS NTS • If there is a waiting list, the A scores
should be admitted first, the B next and so down the
scale until the quota is complete. A careful follow-up
of the C's and D*s should be made and after a try-out
period of one-half a year, if they ere then found below
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standard, their objective should be modified. They
should be trained as machine-tenders, opera tors or in
one unit of the trade until they become proficient enough
to enter industry as an economic asset to their employer.
This will mean new courses of study which will seek out
and train boys for these lower level objectives.
Instead of upsetting the present organization of
the trade school, it would be better i*rhaps, to have
a separate prevooational school with teachers especially
trained in drill and habit-forming methods of teaching
industrial subjects. This could be developed within
the trade school itself, if different rooms or sections
were used for this group. These courses should be or-
ganized to cover from one and a half to two years train-
ing. This would take care, vocationally, of the "mark
time" group which leaves school on becoming 16, and cre-
ates our serious withdrawal problem. Admission to the
trade school proper would require an A or B grade in #5
for the six trades mentioned above or a high score in
sane other tests devised for jointers or electricians.
At the end of six months, the failures would then be
turned over to the x;revocational section and exchanged
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for those c*s and D»s who had demonstrated their ability
and were entitled to training for the highly skilled unite
of the trade.
If the Wiggly Block falls somewhat short of a per-
fect measure of mechanical aptitude, are we Justified in
excluding hoys who score low, among whom may be a few
of high capacity? While this is easily jUKtifie- in
industry on the basis of economics, is not formal educa-
tion a different matter? we constantly place SUBJFCTIVf:
ACATEUIC barriers in the path of further education for
thousands of boys, many of whom will go out into life
and confound their judges h, becoming eminently success-
ful; BUT THS WIGGLY BLOCK IS OBJECTIVE and will newer
make as many mistakes as will result from 0PIHI0NS which
too often are base a on a narrow and impractical philos-
ophy of education.
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SUBJFCTS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1. The establishment of norms for boys between
the ages of 12 and 18. Above the age of 14, care should
be taken to obtain a group, for each age, which would
represent a general cross-section of boyhood. This
would mean going outside the school system and including
enough employed boys so that the ratio between employed
cases and school cases wuuld be the same as found in
an average community. The results of such a study
would be exceedingly valuable because:
a. It would indicate to what extent the
mechanically apt select a trade school.
b. It would probably show the youngest age
at which the Wig ly Block proves possible to
the average boy
.
c. It would establish age factors for the
12 and 13 year olds.
d. It could be used to check improvement
factors for the second and third trials.
e. If substantially different age factors
were found, they could be combined with the
results of this study, or substituted in their
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places if it was considered that the Trade school
norms were based on too great a percentage of
mechanics. Such a finding would iossibly change
the score below which mechanical pursuits could
not be recommended for boys who obtained them,
2. Since O'Connor believes that the Wiggly Block
does not measure manipulative skill, there should be
supplementary tests developed which would combine with
the Block and form a battery which would have a greater
predictive value,
3, If the Wiggly Block is too difficult for the
average boy below the age of 14, Br, 0*Connor has
suggested the use of a bl ck similar to #5, but made
of four parts instead of nine, itoich could be standard-
ized and forms established.
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